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ABSTRACT
Continuous development has been occurring in the area of decision support systems.
Modern systems focus on applying decision models that can provide intelligent support
to the decision maker. These systems focus on modelling the human reasoning process
in situations requiring decision. This task may be achieved by using an appropriate
decision model. Multicriteria decision making (MCDM) is a common decision making
approach. This research investigates and seeks a way to resolve various issues
associated with the application of this model.
MCDM is a formal and systematic decision making approach that evaluates a given set
of alternatives against a given set of criteria. The global evaluation of alternatives is
determined through the process of aggregation. It is well established that the
aggregation process should consider the importance of criteria while determining the
overall worth of an alternative. The importance of individual criteria and of sub-sets of
the criteria affects the global evaluation. The aggregation also needs to consider the
importance of the sub-set of criteria. Most decision problems involve dependent
criteria and the interaction between the criteria needs to be modelled. Traditional
aggregation approaches, such as weighted average, do not model the interaction
between the criteria.
Non-additive measures such as fuzzy measures model the interaction between the
criteria. However, determination of non-additive measures in a practical application is
problematic. Various approaches have been proposed to resolve the difficulty in
acquisition of fuzzy measures. These approaches mainly propose use of past
precedents. This research extends this notion and proposes an approach based on
similarity-based reasoning. Solutions to the past problems can be used to solve the new
decision problems. This is the central idea behind the proposed methodology. The
methodology itself applies the theory of reasoning by analogy for solving MCDM
problems.
This methodology uses a repository of cases of past decision problems. This case base
is used to determine the fuzzy measures for the new decision problem. This work also
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analyses various similarity measures. The illustration of the proposed methodology in a
case-based decision support system shows that interactive models are suitable tools for
determining fuzzy measures in a given decision problem. This research makes an
important contribution by proposing a similarity-based approach for acquisition of
fuzzy measures.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Decision-making is one of the central functions of the human brain. Everybody makes
decisions. However, human choice behaviour is complex. The decision making
process has been a subject of scientific investigation. Different decision theories have
been developed with different characteristics (Tsoukiàs 2003). These theories lead to
different computational algorithms in various Decision Support Systems (DSS). These
systems (DSS) are a class of systems whose main objective is to assist the decision
maker in the decision-making process (Bonczek et al. 1981). Modern DSS apply
artificial intelligence (AI) concepts and algorithms to incorporate “intelligent”
behaviour in the systems. Such systems can be described as intelligent decision
support systems (IDSS). These systems focus on providing the decision support by
processing information in a human-like way (Anderson 2000).
With the advent of disciplines like AI and its subsequent advances, there is a
continuous need of better mechanisms that can model human reasoning. This
revolution has been in the direction of making “machines smarter” so that they can
perform human tasks. Thus the conventional DSS are evolving into IDSS that provide
intelligent assistance to the decision maker. IDSS plays an important role in situations
where human expertise is involved. Unlike the conventional DSS, IDSS are useful in
supporting decision makers in evaluating the qualitative tasks such as:


Discovery of opportunities or problems (i.e. monitoring and interpretation)
(King 1990);



Suggesting alternative courses of action (i.e. repair) (King 1993); and



Advising on the use of statistical, database, simulation and operations research
techniques (Klein & Methlie 1995; Alter 1980).

The importance of rich information is highly significant especially in decision-making
situations. The information assists the decision-maker to decide their course of action.
The more accurate is the information, the greater is the possibility of an optimum
decision. With the continuous evolution in the discipline of computing, modern
systems focus on modelling the human tasks (Mallach 2000). Indeed there appears to
be a growing need to develop approaches for building intelligent systems that can
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specifically conduct human tasks. Such intelligent systems should have the capability
to provide decision support based on a knowledge-base built using expert input. These
systems include an Expert System (ES) as one of the main components (Klein &
Methlie 1995). This component provides knowledge as per the decision making
context using AI to the decision maker. Knowledge-based decision support systems
(KBDSS) play the role of intelligent decision support systems (Zeleny 1987). These
systems incorporate domain knowledge, modelling and analysis to provide decision
makers with the capability of intelligent decision support. Such systems use AI tools
to create DSS that can provide intelligent decision support to complex decisionmaking problems. The undertaken research continues the pursuit of developing
approaches for automating the decision making process for providing intelligent
decision support to the decision maker. This chapter focuses on introducing the
research question and justifying its importance. The chapter outlines the research
scope and sets a roadmap for this research towards the solution of the undertaken
research question.

1.1 Decision Making Models
There are various decision making models. Many of them are rule-based models. The
most commonly used models are decision trees and decision tables (Hoffer 1996).
Decision trees are used for decision making under uncertainty. The method uses
probabilities of certain events to choose the best course of action. Decision tables
model the decision problem in the form of a matrix that uses certain production rules
to specify possible conditions for the decision and the resulting actions. These models
are explained below.
1.1.1

Decision Trees

The decision tree is a commonly used graphical tool for solving decision problems. It
consists of graphical representation of decisions and their possible consequences. It is
a predictive model that involves mapping observations about an item to conclusions
about the item’s target value (Berikov & Litvinenko 2003). The decision tree
comprises root nodes, leaf nodes and branches or arcs joining two nodes. In this
decision model the outputs (i.e. alternatives) are evaluated based on the outcomes at
each node. Each node corresponds to an event; an arc to a child represents a possible
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outcome of that event. A leaf node represents the predicted value of a final outcome
variable given the values of the outcomes represented by the path from the root. The
overall path from the root node to the final outcome can represent a rule for the given
decision making process. The following figure shows a decision tree in a general
form.
Root Node

A
A1

B1

A2

A3

B2

B3

OP1

OP2

OP3

OP4

Leaf Node

A Æ Root Node
Ai Æ Event A where i= 1, 2,…, n
B1Æ Child Node
Bj Æ Event B where j = 1,2,…,m
OPkÆ Outcome where k = 1, 2,…, l
Figure 1.1 A Generic Form of a Decision Tree
Decisions trees are easy to understand. They can easily be mapped to a set of
production rules and applied to real problems. They can process both numerical and
categorical data and are computationally faster than other approaches such as Neural
Networks (Roiger 2003). However, decision trees also have certain disadvantages.
The decision path leads to a single outcome. In reality, there might be multiple
outcomes for a single path. Trees created from numeric datasets can be complex
(Roiger 2003). The decision tree results in a categorical outcome. This analysis of
decision trees shows that these models are not suitable for modelling complex
decision problems that involve multiple output attributes and large numeric data sets.
1.1.2

Decision Tables

Decision tables are an engineering approach of modelling production rules
(Vanthienen 2001). In this model, conditions are formed into a table, which also holds
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appropriate actions. Classical decision tables use binary logic to express states of
conditions and actions to be performed. A generic decision table is shown below.
Table 1.1 Decision Table
Condition1

Rule11

Rule12

…….

Condition2

Rule21

Rule22

…….

….
….

….
….

….
….

….
….

Action1

W11

W12

….

Action2

W21

W22

….

Each condition in a decision table corresponds to a variable whose possible values are
listed among the condition alternatives. Condition alternatives are represented by the
rules. Each action is a procedure or operation to perform, and the entries specify
whether (or in what order) the action is to be performed for the set of condition
alternatives to which the entry corresponds. The rules model the condition
alternatives. For example, in table 1.1, Rule_11, Rule_12 and subsequent rules are the
condition alternatives for Condition1. The Action1 and Action2 are specified by the
values of these rules.
The main advantage of a decision table is its simple and intuitive interpretation.
Decision tables are a compact but precise way to model decision problems. One of the
main disadvantages is that such tables can be extremely large for complex decision
problems making the process complicated. The approaches of decision trees and
decision tables have certain limitations. These approaches are not the most suitable for
complex decision problems, especially for automating the decision making process.
They are also weak in quantifying the uncertainties involved in a decision making
process. Hence it is necessary to investigate another decision model for this research.
1.2 Multicriteria Decision Making
MCDM is a highly structured, disciplined and formal approach to decision making
(Deer et al. 2001). It consists of evaluating the alternatives in the given set A against
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the set C of criteria (Zeleny 1982). The global evaluation of the alternatives is then
determined by aggregating the individual evaluations of the alternatives against the
criteria. This global evaluation could be used for selection of the best possible
alternative or for ranking the alternatives (Marichal 1999). The general MCDM
process can be explained by a graphical representation based on Malczewski’s flow
process chart on MCDM (Malczewski 1999). The following notations are used.
•

A set of ‘m’ alternatives is represented as A = { A1 , A2, .......... ., Am } . A set of ‘n’
criteria is represented as

•

C = {C1, C2 ,..........., Cn }

where n > 1, m >1.

The scores or individual evaluation of alternatives in terms of individual criteria
are represented as xij where i = {1, 2 ,......... .., m } and j = {1, 2 ,........, n } . The
scores are commonly represented in the scale [0,1]. The scores model the degree
of satisfaction of a particular criterion j for the given alternative i. The degree of
satisfaction is represented using the fuzzy set theory (Zadeh 1965).

Set of Alternatives

Set of Criteria

C1, C2,……………..Cn
A1 x11………….………..x1n
A2 x21……………………x2n
.
.
Am xn1……………………xmn

Weights wi /
Importance of Criteria
Aggregation Measures

Overall worth of an alternative Ai

Figure 1.2 MCDM Process (adopted from (Malczewski 1999))
In the above process, the criteria can be of varying degree of importance. This
importance can be modelled by weights wi on the criteria i. For a set of n criteria,
there will be 2n-1 sub-sets of criteria. The weights of these sub-sets should also be
modelled as well as these weights contribute in determining overall worth or global
evaluation of an alternative.
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1.3 Advantages of MCDM
It is suggested that it is very difficult to model the human decision making process in
an objective manner (Olson 1996). Human preferences are difficult to measure
objectively, so a model which has the ability to closely resemble the human decision
making process should be chosen. The approaches such as decision trees and decision
tables do not consistently resemble the human decision making process. The MCDM
model described earlier certainly has the ability to represent the human preferences in
a formal and systematic way. By using this approach, one can model all kinds of
decision problems (Tsoukiàs 2003). Based on the study of the relevant literature
(Hoffer 1996), the decision models can be compared. The literature compares the
rule-based approaches such as decision tables and decision trees. This work has
extended the comparison by adding MCDM model in the comparative analysis of
decision models. The following comparison is based on the various criteria shown in
the table below.
Table 1.2 Comparison of the rule-based decision models
Sr.

Criteria

No

Decision

Decision

Tables

Trees

MCDM

1

Modelling complex problems

Worst

Worst

Best

2

Modelling simple problems

Worst

Best

Best

3

Making decisions

Worst

Best

Best

4

More compact

Best

Worst

Best

5

Easier to manipulate

Best

Worst

Best

6

Resemble human decision making

Worst

Worst

Best

From the above comparison, it can be observed that the MCDM model can certainly
be applied for modelling all kinds of decision problems. This ability justifies the
choice of MCDM for the undertaken research question.
1.4 Motivation
There are various decision-making models presented in the literature (Anderson et al.
2000, Klein & Calderwood 1989). As discussed earlier, MCDM is a systematic and
formal model of decision-making. Multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) is one of
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the well-known branches of decision-making. The area of MCDM has developed
rapidly (Hwang & Yoon 1981). Some bibliographic surveys (Steurer et al. 1996) at
the international level suggest that this can be seen by the significant increase in the
importance of MCDM in the research community, in the form of increase in number
of conferences, books, volumes, refereed journal articles (Martel 1999; Miettinen
1999; Roy 1996; Roy & Vanderpooten 1996). The undertaken research work also
relates to one of the several issues associated with the MCDM model. This work is the
extension of the previous work where the issue of dependence of criteria was raised
(Wagholikar 2002).
1.4.1 Issue of Dependence between Criteria
In MCDM problems, the issue of trade-off between the alternatives is considered
significantly important (Keeney and Raifa 1976). It was explained earlier that in the
MCDM model, weights model the importance of criteria. One point is worth
considering here: this is of the importance of sub-sets of criteria. The worth of an
alternative is determined by individual criteria as well as sub-sets of criteria. The
importance of sub-sets of criteria will depend on the nature of interaction between the
criteria.
According to the literature (Grabisch 1995a), there can be positive or negative
dependence between the criteria. Accordingly, criteria can be sub-additive or superadditive. If wA & wB are the individual importance of criteria A & B respectively and
wAB is their combined importance then the combined importance of criteria can be
shown as below.
wAB < wA + wB ……………(i)
wAB > wA + wB ……………(ii)
wA* wB ≤ wAB ≤ wA + wB …..(iii)
where wA = 0~1 and
wB = 0~1
Case (i) is the case of weak dependence between the criteria. This means that criteria
are considered less important when considered together than when they are considered
separately; for example, fuel economy and power could have weak dependence
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among them especially in a case where decision maker prefers a fuel efficient vehicle.
For a fuel efficient vehicle, high power is not expected.
Case (ii) is the case of strengthening dependence between the criteria. This means
satisfaction of criteria A & B considered individually is not as important as their
combined importance. The criteria support each other in combination with each other.
In the literature, the above phenomenon is generally represented by the terms
“dependence”, “interaction” and “relationship”. In this thesis, these terms are used
interchangeably.
In this problem, acquisition of weights by an intelligent decision support system
continues to be a necessary area to investigate (Klir et al. 1997). If the MCDM model
is used for decision-making situations where the same decisions are made as in the
past, then the same weights can be acquired for the new decision-making.

wB.

Weakening
dependence

wB

wA.
Strengthening
dependence

Independent
Criteria

wA
Figure 1.3 Interaction between criteria
The above figure represents the two curves modelling the weights wA and wB of the
criteria A and B respectively. The combined importance of A and B increases with
the increasing weights after the point of independent criteria, if the criteria interact
with each other positively. The combined importance decreases if there is a negative
interaction between the criteria.
1.4.2 Discussion
It is important to model the interaction between the criteria. The process of
aggregation should take into account dependence between criteria. The non-additive
integral, i.e. fuzzy integral, is an incremental summation of the product of the fuzzy
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measures and criteria scores. It has the ability to model the combined importance of
criteria through fuzzy measures (Grabisch 1995a; Marichal 1999; Wagholikar 2002).
Non-additive measures such as fuzzy measures and fuzzy integrals are effective in
addressing the issue of dependence between criteria (Grabisch 1995a).
However, the application of the fuzzy integrals is an important issue as it involves
determination of 2n-1 coefficients of fuzzy measures. This determination makes the
computation complex, as the number of criteria ‘n’ increases. It also reduces the use
of fuzzy measures to reasonable values of ‘n’ where n >1 (Grabisch 1995a; Grabisch
& Modave 1997). The central problem of determining fuzzy measures is important in
practical applications (Klir 1997). There are a few methods available to deal with this
problem, but their quality is hard to determine. Thus the question, “Which is the best
method to solve the fuzzy measure determination problem?” has become one of the
most important and challenging ones. The main problem here is neither computational
cost in terms of memory and computational time, nor the computational complexity,
but actually how to acquire the coefficients of the fuzzy measure in a practical
situation, whatever their number is and to model this in an applicable algorithm. This
is a really important problem and many researchers have pointed out this importance
(Marichal & Roubens 2000). There are many practical issues associated with it. The
approaches suggested by the various researchers involve the use of learning data
about the same past decisions (Grabisch 1995a; Grabisch & Modave 1997; Marichal
1999; Miettinen 1999). Whenever an entirely new decision is to be made and the
decision problem is to be solved under the MCDM setting in the presence of
interactive criteria, then the form of learning data plays a significant role. In many
instances, the decisions are based on the data about the same past decisions. In this
case, determination of importance of a sub-set of criteria in the given set of criteria is
an interesting issue. This is the main reason for this research and is the motivation
behind it.
1.5

Research Objective

It has already been mentioned before that non-additive measures or fuzzy integrals
can model the dependence of criteria. To effectively use the fuzzy integrals, the main
challenge is how to determine the fuzzy measures. Various researchers have proposed
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various approaches to determine the fuzzy measures. These approaches use a training
data about the same past decisions. This thesis proposes a new approach, which
allows determination of fuzzy measures in the presence of similar data sets. Thus, the
main research objective of this work is to investigate various methods of fuzzy
measure acquisition and propose a method using similarity-based reasoning.
1.6 Original Contribution


The research investigates the issue of interaction or dependence between the
criteria in detail. Non-additive measures are important tools to handle the problem
of dependence between criteria. This research addresses the practical issues
associated with the determination of non-additive measures in the context of
decision-making. It brings knowledge of the issue of determination of nonadditive measures to a new stage of development.



This research furthers the state-of-the art on the issue of determination of nonadditive measures. Thinking at present suggests the use of past precedents for
determining the non-additive measures. This work suggests use of reasoning by
analogy for determination of fuzzy measures. Thus, it combines two important
theories, the MCDM theory and reasoning by analogy to solve the problem of
fuzzy measure determination. Such combination of two different theories justifies
the original contribution of this work. It proposes a new way of thinking towards
the problem of fuzzy measures determination.



This work investigates various similarity measures. It illustrates the application of
semantic similarity measures for solving the problem of fuzzy measure
acquisition. It proposes a new semantic similarity measure and illustrates its
application for solving the selected research problem.



This work compares the state-of-the art approaches using a common data set. Such
a unique comparison also illustrates the significance of the proposed approach and
this research.

1.7 Thesis Structure
This chapter has introduced the research question. This work is divided into the
following chapters.
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Chapter 2 reviews previous literature and research findings related to the research
question. It discusses in detail concepts that are important for the undertaken research.
The knowledge obtained from this literature review not only contributes to the
research process but also reveals differences between previous research and this
study, thereby confirming the significance of this study. Some additive measures like
OWA operators, which have gained significant recognition since their introduction by
Yager (1988), will be explained. This chapter will discuss the concept of fuzzy
measure and fuzzy integrals in detail as well as properties of these measures. The
chapter subjects to critical analysis of various approaches suggested by various
researchers. This will focus on some of algorithms proposed for determination of
fuzzy measures using combination of learning data and semantic consideration about
criteria. This chapter will also discuss the theoretical foundations of the proposed
methodology. The area of analogical reasoning and Case-based reasoning and its
suitability in the context of the research question are explained. The concept of
similarity, various similarity measures and their suitability in the context of the
undertaken research are discussed.
Chapter 3 presents the methods proposed to solve the research question and evaluates
their aptitude for solving the research question. This chapter shows how the proposed
interactive model of acquisition of fuzzy measures is an appropriate solution for the
selected task.
Chapter 4 discusses the implementation of the proposed methodology in a case-based
decision support system.
Chapter 5 compares the proposed approach with some existing approaches. It
discusses the results of the comparative analysis. This chapter summarizes the results
of this study and its significance to the chosen field of research.
Chapter 6 concludes the undertaken study. It will also throw light on the possible
future research work.
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1.8 Summary
This chapter has identified the undertaken research question. The primary focus of
this research is to resolve the issue of dependence between the criteria in MCDM
problems. Fuzzy measures and fuzzy integrals are potential tools to model the
dependence or interaction between the criteria. The challenge lies in developing
approaches for the practical application of these tools. This work addresses the issue
of acquisition of fuzzy measures in practical applications. This will not only address
the issue of dependence or interaction between the criteria but will also propose
approaches to simplify the difficulties in the practical applications. The remainder of
the thesis will discuss the important concepts relevant to the research question, critical
analysis of the state-of-the-art literature, the proposed methodology and its outcomes.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
The desired outcome of a MCDM-based decision support system is the overall worth
of the given alternatives against a given set of criteria. The determination of the global
evaluation of alternatives is primarily based on the data aggregation methods. These
methods have different characteristics. This chapter presents an investigation of
various aggregation methods or measures that will form the foundation of this work. It
will also justify the choice of fuzzy measures for resolving the issue of dependence
between the criteria. In the first chapter, the problems of dependence between criteria
and the problem of acquisition of fuzzy measures were introduced. These problems
will be further explored. The important and necessary concepts will be discussed. The
main aim of this literature review is to investigate the relevant approaches to resolve
the research question. This investigation will critically analyse the commonly used
approaches. The concepts related with proposed methodology will be discussed in
detail. The theory of similarity-based reasoning is central to the proposed approach. It
will explain the use of case-based reasoning as a tool in developing approaches for the
acquisition of fuzzy measures in practical applications. Thus, this chapter will
establish a theoretical foundation of the proposed approach.
2.2 Established MCDM Approaches
MCDM is a specific perspective to deal with decision making problems. There are
certain commonly used MCDM approaches (Miettinen 1999; Fishburn & Lavalle
1999) that propose a specific perspective towards solving MCDM problems. These
methods include analytical hierarchy process, outranking methods, multiattribute
utility and value theories, MACBETH (Measuring Attractiveness by a Categorical
Based Evaluation Technique), UTA methods (Figueira et al. 2005). These approaches
are applied for solving decision problems under the MCDM setting. The analytic
hierarchy process (AHP) (Satty 1980) and outranking are the most common
approaches. Hence they are assessed for solving the undertaken research problem
outlined earlier. AHP is the original theory of prioritization. It derives relative scales
of absolute numbers known as priorities from judgements expressed numerically on
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an absolute fundamental scale. It is a descriptive approach to decision making. The
outranking methods compare all feasible alternatives or actions by pair building up
some binary relations, crisp or fuzzy, and then to exploit in an appropriate way these
relations in order to obtain final recommendations.
2.2.1 Analytical Hierarchy Process
The analytic hierarchy process is considered as a powerful decision making process.
This approach is considered useful in decision problems involving qualitative as well
as quantitative aspects. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a powerful and
flexible decision making process to help people set priorities and make the best
decision when both qualitative and quantitative aspects of a decision need to be
considered. This approach simplifies complex decisions to a series of one-on-one
comparisons and then synthesizes the results of those comparisons to provide decision
aid. It is considered suitable for complex decision elements, which are difficult to
quantify. It is based on the assumption that when faced with a complex decision the
natural human reaction is to cluster the decision elements according to their common
characteristics. There are various software applications based on AHP (Ehrgott et al.
2005). The main advantage of this approach is that it not only helps decision makers
arrive at the best decision, but also provides a clear rationale that it is the best. A
general representation of AHP is shown in the following figure. The overall objective
i.e. the outcome of the decision problem is represented as the hierarchy of individual
comparisons alternatives against a given set of criteria.

Criteria 1

Criteria n

Criteria 2

m

m

Figure 2.1 General Representation of AHP
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AHP is mainly based on pair wise comparison. This approach helps the decision
maker to structure the important components of a problem into a hierarchical structure
similar to a family tree. The AHP process consists of the following steps.
1. Form the m x n decision matrix, involving a set ‘m’ of alternatives and set ‘n’ of
criteria.
2. Form a comparison matrix of each alternative against each criterion using the
scale shown below.
Table 2.1 AHP’s pair wise comparison scale
Verbal Judgment of Preference
Extremely Preferred
Very Strong to extremely
Very Strongly preferred
Strongly to very strongly
Strongly preferred
Moderately to Strongly
Moderately Preferred
Equally to moderately
Equally Preferred

Numerical
Rating
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

3. Synthesize the scores by using the above pair wise comparison
4. Calculate the overall priority ranking. The overall priority ranking can be
calculated by the weighted average of the individual priorities for each criterion.
After studying the relevant literature (Satty 1980), the following disadvantages were
observed.
1. This method considers comparison of alternatives against individual criteria.
However, it does not consider comparison of alternatives against sub-set of
criteria.
2. Overall priority ranking does not take into account the importance of sub-sets of
criteria. It does not address the dependence issue.
3. The "pair wise comparison" technique gets complicated if there are more than a
few alternatives. If there are only four alternatives, there are six pairs to consider
(4*3/2). However, for 20 alternatives, there would be 190 pairs.
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2.2.2 Outranking Methods
Roy (1968) proposed the idea of outranking in solving decision problems. The basic
idea of an outranking method can be described as follows.
Let C1, C2 ,............., Cn and A1, A2 ,............., Am be the set of criteria and set of alternatives
respectively. Let w1, w2 ,.........., wn be the weights assigned to the criteria and let score aij
represent the performance of the alternative Ai against a criterion Cj. It is assumed
that higher score means better performance since any goal of minimization can be
easily transformed into goal of maximization.
Consider an ordered pair of alternatives (Ai, Aj) for a given decision problem.
Alternative Ai outranks Aj if on a great part of the criteria for the given decision
problem, Ai performs at least as good as Aj (concordance condition), while its worse
performance is still acceptable on the other criteria (non-discordance condition). After
having determined for each pair of alternatives whether one alternative outranks
another, these pair wise outranking assessments can be combined into a partial or
complete ranking. There are different outranking methods (Vincke 1992; Zopounidis
& Doumpos 2002). ELECTRE methods are commonly used outranking methods.
These methods are based on the concordance and disconcordance indices. For an
ordered pair of alternatives (Aj, Ak), the concordance index cjk is the sum of all the
weights for those criteria where the performance score of Ai is at least as high as that
of Aj i.e.

cij =

∑ wi j,k=1,….,n,j ≠ n
i:aij > a jk

(2.1)

The concordance index lies between 0 and 1. The discordance index is computed as
follows.
For each criterion where Ak outperforms Aj, the ratio is calculated between the
difference in performance level between Ak and Aj and the maximum difference in
score on the criterion concerned between any pair of alternatives. The maximum of
these ratios is the discordance index. It is represented as follows.
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dij = max
i −1,...,n

aik − a jk
max aij − min aij

j =1,...,m

, j,k=1,…,n,j ≠ k

(2.2)

j =1,....,m

After computing the concordance and disconcordance index, a concordance threshold
c* and discordance threshold d* are defined. Then, an alternative Aj outranks
alternative Ak, if the cjk>c* and djk<d*, i.e. the concordance index is above and the
discordance index is below its threshold, respectively.
This outranking defines a partial ranking on the set of alternatives. Consider the set of
all alternatives that outrank at least one other alternative and are themselves not
outranked. This set contains the promising alternatives for this decision problem.
The ELECTRE I method is used to construct a partial ranking and choose a set of
promising alternatives. ELECTRE II is used for ranking the alternatives. In
ELECTRE III an outranking degree is established, representing an outranking
creditability between two alternatives, which makes this method more sophisticated.
This method is more complicated and difficult to interpret (Figueira et al. 2005).
The ELECTRE methods are relevant when facing decision situations when the
decision maker wants to include in the model at least three criteria. However, the
outranking does not consider any interaction or dependence between criteria. It is
purely based on the performance of an alternative against a given set of criteria. The
concordance and dis-concordance index does not take into account the weights of subsets of criterion. Ultimately, the outranking methods do not address the problem of
dependence between criteria. The above MCDM approaches i.e. AHP and Outranking
methods deal with determining the global evaluation of alternatives in a given
decision problem. This output is achieved through the process of aggregation.
Aggregation is a central concept in the process of determining the global evaluation of
an alternative (s).
2.3 Aggregation
Aggregation is a central activity in human reasoning in which the available facts are
combined and synthesized. This aggregation process is applied in many disciplines
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such as decision-making, pattern recognition, data mining, information retrieval,
neural networks and expert systems (Marichal 1999).
In everyday life, there are various decision making situations where one has to make a
decision out of the various choices with each choice having multiple criteria. Under
this situation of multi-criteria decision-making, a human reasoning process involves
assessment of multiple criteria while making a decision.
The general idea of the aggregation process can be explained by the following
example. Consider a computer-buying situation, where there are various alternatives
such as IBM, Compaq, and Dell etc. There are multiple criteria of cost, system
configuration, and reliability for this decision problem. The alternatives are assessed
against these multiple criteria. During this reasoning process, these criteria are
considered in terms of their importance, according to the decision-maker’s
requirements about the best possible alternative out of the given alternatives. A
decision-maker looking for a computer with less cost, good system configuration and
high reliability will consider the criteria of cost, system configuration and reliability
according to the above requirement. The overall worth of each alternative will be
evaluated against the criteria as per the decision-maker’s requirement by combining
the criteria evaluations. This process of combining the criteria evaluations to
determine the overall worth of an alternative is termed as aggregation.
In a purely mathematical setting, the scores can be expressed in terms of numeric
values. Thus, in this case the aggregation results in a single numeric value, which is
the global evaluation of the given alternative against the given set of criteria. The
aggregation procedure in a quantitative setting can be defined as below.
Consider a set of positive numeric values x1, x2, … xn in the range of 0 and 1.
Aggregation refers to the process of combining numerical values x1, x2, … xn into a
single value say X, so that the final result of aggregation takes into account all the
individual values (Marichal 1999). In the MCDM context, the set of criteria scores
represent the set of numeric values and X is the global worth of the alternative.
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2.4

Aggregation Operators

The notion of multicriteria decision making was explained earlier. The importance of
the aggregation process in global worth determination was emphasized. The inputprocess-output model of the aggregation process can be viewed as below.

Input data set

Global evaluation
Aggregation
Measure

Figure 2.2 Aggregation Measure Function
Thus the main processing module is aggregation measure. In most of the literature,
this concept is termed as “aggregation operator” (Dubois & Prade 1985; Detyniecki
2000). It can be termed as aggregation measure as it measures the overall worth of an
alternative. Both the terms will be used interchangeably as they convey the same
meaning. Its general definition can be explained as below.
Consider n-tuples of objects belonging to a given set. Then the aggregation process
results into a single object of the same set. This process can be defined in terms of a
measure called as “Aggregation operator”. In the case of a mathematical aggregation,
consider a set of real numbers, which are to be aggregated. In this setting, an
aggregation measure is simply a function f , which assigns a real number

X

to any n-

tuple (x1, x2,..… xn) of real numbers (Detyniecki 2000). Mathematically, it can be
represented as followsX = f (x1, x2,……….. xn)

(2.3)

The properties of aggregation operators are explained in the literature (Dubois &
Prade 1985; Marichal 1999).
2.4.1 Desirable Properties of Aggregation Operators
The aggregation operators possess various properties (Marichal 1999). It is important
to consider the characteristics of the decision problem. An aggregation operator that
has desirable properties can be applied for determining the global evaluation of
alternative(s). The choice of an appropriate aggregation measure for modelling the
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interaction between the criteria will depend on its properties. The aggregation
operator should possess the desired properties as needed for modelling the
dependence between the criteria. It is necessary to understand various properties of
aggregation operators so that they can be assessed for the applicability in resolving the
undertaken research issue. This section discusses the various desirable properties of
the aggregation operators.
2.4.1.1 Boundary Conditions
This property deals with upper and lower limits of aggregation operators. It
characterizes the behaviour of the aggregation operator in the best and in the worst
cases. An aggregation operator should satisfy the following conditions.
f (0,0,..,0) = 0 … (i)
f (1,1,.. ,1) = 1

… (ii)

The boundary condition (i) implies that the total aggregation is bad or not satisfactory
if all the criteria in the MCDM setting are found to be bad or false or not satisfactory.
This is the lower bound of aggregation. The boundary condition (ii) indicates that if
all the criteria in the MCDM setting are found to be completely satisfactory or true,
then the total aggregation is also true or satisfactory. This is the upper bound of
aggregation. These boundary conditions are fundamental in the definition of
aggregation operators (Mesiar & Komorníková 1997).
2.4.1.2 Monotonicity (non-decreasing)
The property of monotonicity means that if an argument or attribute value in the given
set of attribute increases then the final value of the aggregation also increases or at
least it remains equal. The aggregated value of a set of attribute values is greater than
or equal to the aggregation value of the second set of values with the corresponding
attribute value less than or equal to the attribute value in the former set. In a
mathematical setting this can be explained. Consider a set of numeric values x1,
x2,.……,xn. If y1 is another variable added in the set and y2 is other variable in the set,
then the aggregation with the variable y1 is greater than the variable y2
f (x1, x2, y1, …,xn) ≥ f (x1,x2,…, y2,…,xn) where y1 ≥ y2
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(2.4)

The above property shows that whenever there is an addition of criteria with its
numeric value greater than or equal to its corresponding value in the other set of
criteria, then there is increase in the aggregation.
2.4.1.3 Continuity
The aggregation function f is continuous with respect to each of its variables. There
exists the aggregated value with every variable in the given set of attribute values.
2.4.1.4 Associativity
Aggregation operators are associative. This implies that if the arguments and small
subsets in the given set are aggregated, then the order of the arguments and the
subsets in the aggregation makes no effect on the aggregation.
f (x1, x2, x3) = f (x1, f (x2, x3)) = f (x2, f (x1, x3))

(2.5)

This property implies that even if the importance of criteria is interchanged the
aggregation remains same.
2.4.1.5 Commutativity
This property is also known as symmetry or anonymity (Dubois and Prade 1985).
This property implies that the aggregation remain same even if the order of the
arguments change. This property is desirable for combining criteria of equal
importance (Detyniecki 2000; Sharma 2001). For every permutation σ of {1,2,..… n}
the operator satisfies:
f (x σ(1), x σ(1),………, x σ(1)) = f (x1,x2,……,xn)

(2.6)

2.4.1.6 Bisymmetry
This property of bisymmetry is applicable to the aggregation for n-ary operators
where the inputs are equal to n2. If these inputs are written in a square matrix (m x n)
then this property implies that it does not matter whether the first column variables are
aggregated and then the outputs of thereof, or vice versa, first row vectors are
aggregated and then the relevant outputs. For a binary operator Y this means for all
x11, x12, x21, x22, that:
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Y (Y(x11, x12), Y(x21, x22))= Y (Y(x11, x21), Y( x12, x22 ))

(2.7)

It is to be noted that if an operator is commutative and associative then it is
necessarily bisymmetric, but not necessarily commutative or associative.
2.4.1.7 Absorbent Element
If the aggregation operator has an absorbent element a, then it can be used like an
eliminating score or like a veto. It can also be considered as a qualifying score:
Y (x1,x2,…, a, …,xn) = a

(2.8)

This element is also called annihilator (Detyniecki 2000).
2.4.1.8 Neutral Element
If the operator of aggregation has a neutral element e, then it can be used to be
associated with an argument that should not have any influence on the aggregation:

f [n] (x1,x2,…, e, …,xn) = f[n-1] (x1,x2,…, y1, …,xn)

(2.9)

2.4.1.9 Idempotence
This property is also known as unanimity or agreement. This property implies that if a
same value is aggregated n times, then the aggregation will result in the same original
value.
2.4.1.10 Reinforcement
Some authors have pointed out a characteristic of many types of human information
processing known as full reinforcement (Elkan 1994; Yager 1988). This property
indicates the tendency, on one hand, of a collection of high scores to reinforce each
other to give a resulting score more “affirmative” than any of the individual scores
alone and on the other hand, the tendency of a collection of low scores to reinforce
each other to give a resulting score more "disfirmative" than any of the individual
scores. The first concept is called upward reinforcement and the second concept is
called downward reinforcement. The property of reinforcement can be very
interesting. For example, in medical diagnosis the appearance of a number of
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symptoms indicative of a disease will make us more confident in diagnosing a patient
as having the disease than any symptoms alone while the lack of appearance of this
symptoms will make us more confident diagnosing a patient as not having the disease.
2.4.1.11 Stability for a Linear Function
This property translates a stability of the operator for a change of measurement scale:
f (r.x1 + t, r.x2 +t, r. xn + t) = r. ( f (x1+x2+……+xn) + t

(2.10)

2.4.1.12 Weights on the Arguments
It is crucial to have the possibility to express weights on the arguments. Weights on
the arguments model the importance of criteria. The undertaken research questions
focuses on modelling interaction between the criteria. Criteria weights are central in
modelling the dependence or interaction between the criteria. Therefore aggregation
measure must have the ability to incorporate criteria weights in computing the overall
global evaluation of alternatives. This property is very important, the importance of
criteria or attributes should be known for evaluating the alternatives in MCDM
especially in procedures where criteria weights contribute in determining overall
global evaluation of alternatives.
2.4.1.13 Decisional Behaviour
It is useful to have the possibility to express the behaviour of the decision-maker. For
example: tolerant, optimistic, pessimistic or strict. These behaviours are usually
named disjunctive and conjunctive behaviours (Dubois and Prade 1985). In order to
model the behaviour of the decision-maker, the behavioural properties of the decisionmaker need to be addressed in detail.

2.4.1.13.1 Conjunctive nature
Whenever an alternative has to be evaluated against multiple criteria, then many times
the decision-maker is interested in satisfaction of all the criteria. As all the criteria
may be important for evaluating the alternative. In a quantitative setting, it can be
explained as follows.
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Consider a set of numeric values x1,x2,……,xn and X = f (x1,x2,……, xn).
If X ≤ Min(x1, x2, …….xn) then the aggregation is of conjunctive nature i.e. the global
evaluation of the values requires that all the values in the given set must be equal to or
greater than X. In multiple criteria setting, this means that all the criteria must be
satisfied. Hence the aggregation has “And-like” behaviour (Dubois and Prade 1985).
2.4.1.13.2 Disjunctive nature
There are certain situations where the decision-maker wants at least one criterion out
of the given criteria to be satisfied. This behaviour is exactly opposite to the
conjunctive behaviour. Mathematically, if X ≥ Max(x1, x2, ……,xn), then it implies
that at least one criterion must be satisfied. Here the aggregation has “OR-like”
nature.

2.4.1.13.3 Compensatory nature
This is an important property for aggregating interactive criteria. According to this
property, the result of the aggregation is lower than the highest element aggregated
(the maximum denoted as Max) and higher than the lowest one (the minimum denoted
as Min) (Dubois and Prade 1985).
Thus,
Min(x1,x2,……,xn) ≤ f (x1,x2,……,xn) ≤ Max(x1,x2,… …,xn)

(2.11)

This is the most important property of aggregation. In multicriteria setting, higher
satisfaction of one criterion may influence the lower satisfaction of other criteria. The
higher satisfaction of a particular criterion becomes dominant on the satisfaction of
other criteria. For example, in the computer selection problem, the decision-maker is
looking for a low cost computer for its business purpose and he finds that IBM
computer is very cheap though its system configuration is minimal. However, since
the decision maker is interested in buying a low cost computer, its system
configuration will not bother their decision-making in the given situation and
eventually they may prefer IBM PC. In this example, the criterion of cost is highly
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satisfied and the criterion of system configuration has lowest satisfaction. In other
words the “cost criteria” has compensated the “system configuration” criteria. In
general terms, a higher satisfaction of criteria can compensate for a lower satisfaction
of another criteria (Fuller 1997). In a quantitative setting, the compensation means
that the effect of higher scores cancels the effect of lower scores. Under such situation
the aggregation of criteria aggregation will lie between the highest values in the given
set i.e. the maximum value denoted by “max” and the lowest value in the set i.e. the
minimum value denoted by “min”. In other words, the result of aggregation will be an
intermediate value. Aggregation Operators with compensatory behaviour are called
“Compensatory Operators” (Sharma 2001).
2.4.2 Notion of Compensation Vs Dependence between Criteria
It is important to mention the difference between the concepts of compensation and
dependence between criteria. The concept of compensation deals with the result of
aggregation lying between min and max. This does not necessarily indicate any
interaction among the individual criteria in a given set of criteria. The concept of
dependence of criteria however deals with modelling the importance of sub-sets of
interactive criteria. The nature of interaction (i.e. positive or negative) between the
individual criteria governs the importance of sub-sets of criteria (Keeny and Raiffa
1976). Compensation is the property of an aggregation operator whereas dependence
of criteria is the property of sub-sets of criteria.
2.4.3

Types of Aggregation Operators

There are various aggregation operators (Dubois and Prade 1985). The aggregation
operators can be broadly classified as additive measures and non-additive measures.
Additive measures are the most commonly used aggregation measures. After
describing the aggregation properties, some aggregation operators are discussed with
their specific properties.
2.4.3.1 Minimum
The minimum operator commonly called as “min” gives the smallest value of a set.
As it satisfies the axioms of the definition of aggregation operator, it can be
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considered as the aggregation operator. The main properties of the min operator are as
below. These properties were explained earlier.


Monotonicity



Symmetry



Associativity



Idempotence.

If there is a restricted interval [a, b] the minimum has for absorbent element a and for
neutral element b, the minimum has a conjunctive behaviour. Since the possibility of
giving weights is important, the weighted minimum was introduced (Detyniecki
2000). If w1, w2……….wn are the weights given on the set of values x1,x2,……xn then
the weighted minimum is given as

n

min w1,w2……….w n (x1,x2,……xn ) = min [max(1-wi,xi)]
i

(2.12)

2.4.3.2 Maximum
The maximum operator commonly called as “max” gives the largest value of a set. As
it satisfies the axioms of the definition of aggregation operator, it can be considered as
the aggregation operator.
Similar to min operator, the main properties of the max operator are as below.


Monotonicity



Symmetry



Associativity



Idempotence

If there is a restricted interval [a, b] the maximum has for absorbent element b and for
neutral element a, the maximum has a disjunctive behaviour. Similar to the weighted
minimum, the weighted maximum is given as
n
max w1,w2……….wn (x1,x2,……xn ) = max [min(wi,xi)]

(2.13)

i
Mathematically speaking, both the minimum and maximum operators have
compensation behaviour, but these are the limit cases. Using these operators one can
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never obtain an aggregated value "in the middle". For this reason, the compensation
behaviour of these operators cannot be discussed in this case.
2.4.3.3 Arithmetic Mean
This is the most simplest and common aggregation operator. This is used very
frequently in the aggregation. This is the common way to aggregate the numeric
values in the given set (Dubois and Prade 1985).
Mathematically, if (x1, x2, x3,…., xn) is the given set of values then the arithmetic
mean is given by

X=

( x1 + x2 +.........+ xn )

n

(2.14)

The mean operator is compensatory. It gives an aggregated value that is smaller than
the greatest argument and bigger than the smallest one. Therefore, the resulting
aggregation is "a middle value". Mathematically this can be represented as following:
min(x1,x2,… …,xn) ≤ f (x1,x2,… …,xn) ≤ max(x1,x2,… …,xn) (2.15)
The mean operator is very simple to use. Apart from being compensatory, it satisfies
the following properties of aggregation.


Monotonicity



Continuity



Symmetry



Associativity



Idempotence

The classical extension of the mean operator is known as “Weighted Average” (WA)
(Fuller 1997). Weighted average allows placing weights on the arguments. This
implies that individual importance of criteria for a given set of alternatives is
considered while evaluating the given alternative. If w1, w2, w3,……,wn are the
weights assigned to the set of criteria whose attribute values are x1, x2, x3………, xn then
the weighted average is given by
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n
WA

∑ wi xi
i=1

=

(2.16)

n
∑ wi
i=1

2.4.3.4 Quasi-arithmetic Means
The extensions of the arithmetic means are called Quasi-arithmetic means. The two
important quasi-arithmetic means are Geometric means and Harmonic means.

Geometric mean:
A general mathematical definition of the geometric mean is:
For a set of attribute values of x1, x2,……,xn the geometric mean is given by
n
Geometric x1,x2,… …,xn = (∏ xi )1/n
i

(2.17)

Harmonic Mean:
For a set of attribute values of x1,x2,……,xn the harmonic mean is given by
n
Harmonic x1,x2,… …,xn =

1 /n ( ∑ 1/ xi )

(2.18)

i
2.4.3.5 Median
Similar to the mean operator, the median operator is also compensatory. This operator
also gives an intermediate value as the aggregated value. It consists in ordering the
arguments from the smallest one to the biggest one and then taking the element in the
middle.
If the cardinality of the set of arguments is not odd then there is not a middle
argument but a pair, then the mean of the middle pair is considered as the median.
If {x1, x2, x3,….,xn} is the given set of values, then the median is given as
Med{x1,….,xn} = x(n+1)/2

if n is odd

= ½(x(n/2)+x((n/2)+1))
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if n is even

Where parenthesis {} around the index show that elements have been arranged in
ascending order, i.e. x1 ≤ x2 ≤ … ≤ xn. This aggregation operator satisfies the
boundary conditions, the monotonicity, the symmetry, the idempotence and evidently
the compensation behaviour. There exists a generalization of this operator known as
the k-order statistic, with which one can choose the element on the kth position on the
ordered list (from the smallest to the biggest element). The extension of the median
operators is the “weighted median”.
Let, {x1, x2, x3,…. ,xn} be the given set of values, which are in ascending order.
Let (w1,w2,……..,wn) be the corresponding weights, then the collection of pairs of
weights with its corresponding value is as follows.
D = {(x1,w1),(x2,w2)……..(xn,wn) } & let the sum of the first i weights be denoted as
n
S = ∑ wi
i =1

(2.19)

From this the median (D) = xk
Where k is such that xk-1 ≤ 0.5 & xk ≥ 0.5
Thus the weighted median is the ordered value of arguments for which the sum of the
weights first crosses the value of 0.5. The weighted median can be illustrated through
the following example. Let there be a set of ordered arguments X = {x1,x2,x3,x4,x5}
wherex1 > x2 > x3 > x4 > x5 and the corresponding weights be W = {w1,w2,w3,w4,w5} =
{0.3,0.2,0.1,0.2,0.2}.Thus the output is,
D = {(x1, 0.3), (x2, 0.2), (x3, 0.1), (x4, 0.2), (x5, 0.2)}
After this the following result is obtained.
Table 2.2 Weighted Median
xi

wi

S

x1

0.3

0.3

x2

0.2

0.5

x3

0.1

0.6

x4

0.2

0.8

x5

0.2

1.0
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From the above table, it can be observed that the argument x3 has the cumulative sum
of the weights 0.6 and the arguments preceding and succeeding x3 i.e. x2 & x4 are
equal to and greater than 0.5 respectively. Thus according to the definition of
weighted median, x3 is the weighted median.
2.4.3.6 Symmetric Sum
Symmetric sum is a continuous self-dual aggregation operator S. The Self-duality is
defined by:
S (x1, x2, x3,…. ,xn ) = 1- S(1- x1,1- x2,………..,1-xn)

(2.20)

This operator was studied in detail by Silvert (1979). In particular it was shown that
the symmetric sum of two arguments could be written under the form:
S (x, y) = G(x, y) / [G(x, y) + G(1-x,1-y) ]

(2.21)

where G is a continuous, increasing, positive function satisfying G(0,0)=0. It is to
notice there is not a unique function G characterizing each symmetric sum. It can be
remarked that symmetric sums are in general not symmetric or commutative. A good
example of symmetric sums is the weighted mean.
2.4.3.7 T-norm and T-conorm Operators
The concept of a triangular norm was introduced in order to generalize the triangular
inequality of a metric (Menger 1942). The triangular norm was introduced as a dual
operator viz. t-norm and t-conorm (Schweizer & Sklar 1960; Schweizer & Sklar
1983). Both of these operations can also be used as a generalisation of the Boolean
logic connectives to multi-valued logic. The t-norms generalise the conjunctive 'AND'
operator and the t-conorms generalise the disjunctive 'OR' operator. This situation
allows them to be used to define the intersection and union operations in fuzzy logic.
Some authors noted this possibility (Dubois & Prade 1981; Klir & Folger 1988) and
appreciated the possibilities of this generalization (Alsina et al. 1983). The properties
of these operators were investigated (Bonissone 1985). This investigation has the aim
of using them in the development of intelligent systems. T-norm and t-conorms has
been well-studied and very good overviews and classifications of these operators can
be found in the literature.
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Definitions:
t-norm: A t-norm is a function T : [0,1]x[0,1] Æ[0,1], having the following properties
T(x,y) = T(y,x)

(2.22) Commutativity

T (x,y) ≥ T(u,v), if x ≥ u and y ≥ v

(2.23) Monotonicity

(increasing)
T(x, T(y,z)) = T(T(x,y),z)

(2.24) Associativity

T(x,1) = x

(2.25) One as a neutral element

A well-known property of t-norms or conjunctive operator is:
T (x, y) ≤min (x, y) (Detyniecki 2000).
Proof: Using the monotonicity (2.23) and axiom (2.25),
T (x, y) T (x, 1) = x and using the commutativity, T (x, y)=T (1,y) = y.
So, T (x, y)=min (x, y).
This result implies that in MCDM the use of an “AND” ing allows for no
compensation for one bad satisfaction. This implies that “All” the criteria must be
satisfied.
t-conorm: Formally, a t-conorm is a function S: [0,1] x [0,1] Æ[0,1], having the
following properties:
S (x, y) = S (y, x)

(2.26) Commutativity

S (x, y) ≥ S (u, v), if x ≥ u and y ≥ v

(2.27) Monotonicity

(increasing)
S (x, S (y, z)) = S (S (x, y), z)

(2.28) Associativity

S (x, 0) = x

(2.29)

Zero as a neutral element
A well-known property of t-conorms or disjunctive operator is:
S (x, y) ≥Max (x, y) (Detyniecki 2000).
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It is actually a consequence of axioms (2.26), (2.27), (2.29).
The above property implies that in MCDM the use of a pure “OR”ing requires at least
one good satisfaction of the criteria. Thus it is clear that the t-norm and t-conorm
operators satisfy the two extreme situations of aggregation problems viz. ALL of the
criteria and AT LEAST ONE of the criteria respectively.
2.5

Additive Measures

In the context of MCDM, additive measures are those classes of operators where the
overall result of the aggregation is the summation of individual worth of criteria. For
example, consider a set C of criteria {c1, c2,………..cn} with each having a degree of
importance or weight attached to them as {w1, w2,………wn} respectively. In case of
additive measures, the combined importance of criteria is the algebraic sum of their
individual criteria weight. This is the main property of additive measures. There are
various additive measures found in the literature (Dubois & Prade 1985; Marichal
1999). Out of these, Ordered Weighted Average (OWA) operator suggested by Yager
(Yager 1988) is investigated in detail. The OWA operator is explained next.
2.5.1

OWA Operator

Yager (1988) has introduced one special type of operator called the Ordered Weighted
Average operator. According to Yager, the OWA are compensatory (between min &
max). This property makes the investigation of OWA interesting as it may lead us
towards a suitable solution and thus help us in achieving the objective mentioned in
the beginning. OWA has the potential to model the sophisticated ways in which
human beings process information. The OWA operator is defined as followsA Mapping f from In Æ I (where I = [0,1])

(2.30)

is called as an OWA measure of dimension n if associated with f, is a weighting
vector W,
w1
W=

w2
wn

Such that
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wi ∈ (0,1)
∑ wi = 1
and where
f(a1,a2,a3,…….,an)= w1b1+w2b2+……..wnbn
Where bi is the ith largest element in the collection of criteria values a1, a2, a3,….., an
2.5.2

OWA as Linguistic Quantifier

OWA operators are monotonic, symmetric, idempotent and compensatory (Marichal
& Roubens 2000). Being a compensatory measure, the results given by an OWA fall
between min and max. While dealing with the quantitative setting, the criteria
satisfactions can be determined through the memberships functions. The criteria
satisfactions are expressed numerically. For a pure quantitative setting this seems to
be effective. But in the natural language of human reasoning, the quantification is
always done in linguistic terms like “most of”, “a few”, “medium”, “more”,
“excellent”, “good”, “average” etc. For example, in a car selection problem, criteria
evaluations can be expressed as one of the linguistic values in the following set{good, very good, not good}
Thus the word “good” here stands for linguistic variable. The linguistic approach
considers the variables, which participates the problem assessed by means of
linguistic term instead of numerical values (Zadeh 1975). This approach is appropriate
for many problems, since it allows a representation of the expert’s information in a
more direct and adequate form where they are unable to express in numerical terms.
A linguistic variable Q differs from a numerical variable in that its values are not
numbers; they are words or sentences in a natural or artificial language (Zadeh 1975).
Since words, in general, are less precise than numbers, the concept of a linguistic
variable serves the purpose of providing a means of approximated characterisation of
phenomena which are too complex or too ill-defined to be amenable to conventional
qualitative terms (Hohle 1978).
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2.5.3 OWA as Quantifier-guided Aggregation:
Based upon the above concept of linguistic quantifiers proposed by Zadeh (1975),
OWA has important applications in the area of quantifier-guided aggregation.
Consider a set of criteria as [c1,c2,c3,……..,cn] and let x be an object such that for any
criterion ci, ci(x)∈[0, 1] indicates the degree to which this criterion is satisfied by x.
The degree to which x satisfies "all the criteria" is given by the following (Zadeh
1978).
A (x) = min {c1 (x),……..,cn(x)}

(2.31)

In this case x is required to satisfy all the criteria i.e c1,c2,c3,……..,cn. This is the
boundary condition of aggregation. The degree to which x satisfies "at least one of the
criteria" is given by D(x) = max{c1(x),…………..,cn(x)}

(2.32)

In this case x is required to satisfy c1 or c2 or……or cn. This is the second boundary
condition of the OWA aggregation. But in many applications rather than desiring that
a solution that satisfies one of these extreme situations, "all" or "at least one", it may
be required that x satisfies most or at least half of the criteria. Drawing upon Zadeh's
concept of linguistic quantifiers these kinds of quantifier-guided aggregations can be
accomplished.
2.5.4 OWA Calculator
Various properties of OWA operators were discussed earlier. Implementation of
OWA algorithm will be presented here. A simple application is developed using Java.
This application is termed as “OWA Calculator” and can be a part of the decision
engine. The OWA calculator consists of reading data from CSV (Comma Separated
Value) list file, processing it to calculate the OWA for different alternatives
undertaken with scores for various attributes. The output of the application is the
ranking of alternatives according to their OWA values. The OWA values are written
in an output file. From this ranking one can determine the most preferred alternative.
A car selection problem is considered. There are various attributes for each car. The
following relevant attributes are selected for the car selection problem.
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•

Price

•

Speed

•

Mileage

•

Comfort

•

Safety

The car is to be chosen from the following alternatives.
•

Mitsubishi

•

Audi

•

Mercedes

•

Toyota

Each attribute is scored against the given alternatives. Thus a 4 x 5 decision matrix is
formed. The decision matrix in the given situation can be represented as
Table 2.3 Car Decision Matrix for OWA calculator
Price

Speed

Mileage

Comfort

Safety

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

Mitsubishi

Score 1,1

Score 1,2

Score 1,3

Score 1,4

Score 1,5

Audi

Score 2,1

Score 2,2

Score 2,3

Score 2,4

Score 2,5

Mercedes

Score 3,1

Score 3,2

Score 3,3

Score 3,4

Score 3,5

Toyota

Score 4,1

Score 4,2

Score 4,3

Score 4,4

Score 4,5

Weights

The weights and scores of the attributes for the cars are the numeric information
stored in the CSV list file. Figure 2.3 shows the screen shot of the file with the
numeric values used in the application. Note that the first row indicates the weights.
Please note that the weights are chosen such that their algebraic sum equals to 1. The
remaining four rows indicate the scores for the four cars respectively.

Figure 2.3 Input data for OWA calculation as a CSV List File
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2.5.5 OWA Calculator Output
After running the application, the output on the screen is as below:

Figure 2.4 Output of OWA application
The calculated OWA are then sorted in descending order and are written to an output
file. The output ranks the alternatives according to their OWA scores. From the
output, it can be noted that Mitsubishi is the preferred car over the other alternatives.
2.6 OWA Analysis


The above original implementation is done as a part of the undertaken research.
From this implementation it can be observed that the ordering of argument values
is an important step in finding the global worth of an alternative. The ordering step
is perfectly valid when the argument values are distinct for each alternative. If the
argument values are same, then the OWA proposes equal ranking of the
alternatives. This situation may be a special situation where the decision maker
happens to evaluate the criteria in an interlaced manner.



Thus mathematically, if for a pair of alternatives the criteria scores are same but
interlaced numeric values, then according to this OWA the alternatives will have
the equal preference. However, such result is counter-intuitive.



OWA does not consider the weights of sub-sets of criteria. In addition, there is no
evident mechanism present to handle the issue of dependence of criteria.
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Thus after analysing the above points and results from the previous work (Sharma
2001; Wagholikar 2002), there is a need for investigating other types of aggregations
approaches for the undertaken research. In conclusion, the study of additive measures
and traditional MCDM approaches shows that these tools are inadequate to model the
interaction between the criteria.
2.7

Non-additive Measures

As discussed earlier the nature of interaction between the criteria i.e. positive or
negative interaction, determines the positive or negative relationship between them.
Hence the combined importance of criteria may not be equal to the summation of
individual importance i.e. wAB ≠ wA+wB. This is the important property of the nonadditive measures, which primarily distinguishes itself from the additive measures,
which has the property of wAB = wA + wB. Non-additive measures are termed as fuzzy
measures and fuzzy integrals (Grabisch 1995a). The term ‘non-additive’ applies for
any possible arithmetic operations between the individual criteria weights excluding
the summation. The central idea is that the combined importance of criteria may not
be equal to the summation of individual weights but it may be equal to other
arithmetic operations. It is difficult or rather impossible to define an exact formulation
for wAB involving individual weights i.e. wA and wB.

2.7.1

Fuzzy Measure

Let C ={c1, c2,..……,cn} be the set of criteria and Ρ(C) as the power set of C, i.e. the
set of all subsets of C. A fuzzy measure μ is a set function on the set of C criteria such
that
μ: Ρ(C) → [0,1], which satisfies the following properties.
i. μ (φ) = 0 and μ(C) =1.

(2.33)

This means that the combined importance of the set C of criteria is maximum
when all the criteria are considered and its minimum when the number of criteria
is zero.
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ii. If A ⊂ B ⊂ C then μ(A) ≤ μ(B), where μ(A) & μ(B) represent the importance of
the set of criteria A & B respectively. This property implies that the importance of
a subset of criteria is always less than the importance of criteria of its super-set.
This is the property of monotonicity. It can be noted here that the additivity axiom
for the additive measures μ (A ∪ B) = μ(A) + μ(B), A ∩ B = φ is been replaced by
a weaker one i.e. monotonicity.
iii. Fuzzy measure is said to be super-additive if it satisfies the condition viz)
μ (A ∪ B) > μ(A) + μ(B) .

(2.34)

iv. Fuzzy measure is said to be sub-additive if it satisfies the condition viz.
μ (A ∪ B) < μ(A)+ μ(B)

(2.35)

In general, terms, fuzzy measure models the importance of sub-set of criteria by
considering dependence of criteria. Due to this reason, fuzzy measure becomes a good
candidate for solving the research question.
Please note that if a fuzzy measure is additive, then it suffices to define the n
coefficients to the 2n subsets of C. Otherwise, for a set of n criteria, there can be 2n
sub-sets of criteria. Grabisch (1996) and Grabisch & Modave (1997) showed that
most of the real applications of fuzzy measure deal with multicriteria decision-making
problems. They are able to model the relative importance of criteria as well as their
interaction or dependence of criteria. Modelling of dependence among criteria is
precisely the main use of fuzzy measures for MCDM problems (Grabisch 1996).
2.7.2 Fuzzy Integral
It is discussed earlier that fuzzy measure has the ability to model the importance of
sub-set of criteria. Fuzzy integral is a tool to aggregate the fuzzy measure. There are
two types of commonly known fuzzy integrals viz Choquet integral (Choquet 1953)
and Sugeno integral (Sugeno 1974). Choquet integral is used for a quantitative setting
whereas Sugeno integral is used for qualitative setting. Numerical setting is assumed
for the undertaken research. Hence Choquet integral is investigated as the aggregation
function.
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2.7.2.1 Choquet Integral Definition
Let C = {c1, c2,…..,cn} is the set of criteria and μ be the fuzzy measure on X. The
Choquet integral of the function f : C Æ [0,1] with respect to μ is given by the
following expression.
n
Cμ = ∑ {f (c (i))– f(c (i-1))} μ (A (i))

(2.36)

i =1
Where .(i) indicates that the indices have been permuted such that
0 ≤ f (c (1) ) ≤ f (c (2) ) ≤ ……..≤ f (c (n) ) ≤ 1 and A(i) = { c (i),…………. , c (n) }
It can be observed that the fuzzy integral is the incremental summation of the product
of the criteria evaluation and its fuzzy measure. Similar to the fuzzy measure, Choquet
integral has the property of montonicity (Grabisch 1995a).
Non-additive measures can model the issue of dependence of criteria through fuzzy
measure and fuzzy integrals. Though fuzzy measure can model the importance of subsets of criteria, this advantage comes with the computational complexity of
determining 2n –1 fuzzy measure coefficients. The recent research shows that one can
use these tools for a same decision to be made over and over with the help of
historical data and decision maker’s preference (Grabisch 1995; Marichal & Roubens
2000). It is proposed to extend this notion. Development in this direction will be a
contribution to the field of MCDM.
2.7.2.2 Set Relations between Aggregation Operators
The Choquet integral can range freely from the most tolerant behaviour (max) to the
most intolerant (min). The next figure 2.5 gives the summary of all set relations
between various aggregation operators and Choquet integral. From this figure, it can
be observed that Choquet integral is the super set of other operators such as weighted
sum, mean and OWA. These operators are considered as the special case of Choquet
integral (Marichal & Roubens 2000). Choquet integral is more suitable for
aggregation in quantitative setting. The undertaken research focuses on aggregation
issues in a quantitative setting. Hence Choquet integral is a justifying choice for this
research.
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Weighted
Min
Choquet Integral

OWA
Mean
Weighted
Sum

Weighted
Max

Figure 2.5 Set relations between aggregation operators
2.7.2.3

Sugeno Integral

As stated earlier, this is another type of fuzzy integral used for qualitative data set
(Sugeno 1974). This is mainly used in the situation where the available information
for the decision-making is of qualitative nature. Sugeno integral is defined as Sμ (x) = V [ x(i) Λ µ ({(i),………,(n)})]
Where (.) indicates a permutation on N such that x

(1)

≤ ……… ≤ x

(2.37)
(n),

V stands for

max and Λ stands for min. This integral can normally be applied for a qualitative
setting especially using an ordinal scale (Marichal 1999). However, the undertaken
research considers the quantitative setting for which Choquet integral is considered
more suitable.

From the above discussion of non-additive measures, it is observed that fuzzy
measures are flexible tools for handling the issue of dependence of criteria. However,
they are not easy to apply for any practical problems. This difficulty is mainly due to
the requirement of defining 2n-1 positive real coefficients and difficulty in
interpretation of fuzzy measures. These two problems are well described in the
literature (Grabisch 1995a). It is agreed that due to these issues fuzzy measure remain
difficult to interpret and understand. The application of fuzzy measure is easier if the
practitioner chooses additive fuzzy measures with “n” real coefficients. However, in
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that case the issue of dependence between the criteria will not be handled due to
limitations of additive measures described earlier.
2.8

Analysis Tools for Interaction between Criteria

Interpretation of fuzzy measures and its analysis is important. The fuzzy measures can
be understood if the nature of interaction between the criteria is known. The tools that
can assist in determining the nature of interaction are useful in the interpretation of
fuzzy measures. The following concepts are useful for this purpose. These are the
only concepts that can help in determining the nature of interaction.
2.8.1 Shapley Importance Index
Shapley importance index and interaction index are used for analysing the fuzzy
measures (Shapley 1953). The Shapley importance index for every

i ∈C

i.e. for every

criteria in a set of criteria, is defined by:

vi =
with

n −1

∑γ k

k =0

∑ ( μ ik − μ k )

(2.38)

k ⊂ x \ i, k = k

γ k = (n − k − 1)!k!

n!
Where, n = Total number of criteria
k = Number of elements in a sub-set
The Shapley value of

μ is the vector

v( μ ) = [v1,........, vn ] .

The above Shapley index can be interpreted as a kind of average value of the
contribution of element i, individual criteria, alone in all coalitions. Hence the
summation of these Shapley values for a given set of elements would represent the
importance of the complete set. The importance index can be used to understand the
importance of an element in a coalition.
2.8.2 Interaction Index
This concept deals with the interaction between the elements (Grabisch 1995). If there
are two elements i and j, their combined importance μ ij would be equal to the
summation of their individual importance provided there is no interaction between
them. However, if there exists an interaction between the elements, their combined
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importance could be higher or lower than their summation depending upon positive or
negative interaction between the elements. The interaction index between the sub-sets
of elements is defined as below.

Let

μ be a fuzzy measure on

I ij =

n−2

∑ ξk

k =0

∑

K ⊂ X \ { i , j }, k = k

X . The interaction index Iij is defined by

( μ ijk − μ ik − μ jk + μ k )

(2.39)

With,
ξk =

( n − k − 2 )! k !
1
=
(n − 2)
( n − 1 )!
( n − 1)
k

where n = Total number of criteria
k = Number of elements in a sub-set
This interaction index can be interpreted as an average value of the added value given
by putting i and j together. When the Iij is positive (resp. negative), then elements are
related in a positive (resp. negative) manner.
This index shows us the nature of interaction between the criteria. The index is
positive if the criteria support each other and the index is negative if the criteria
contradict each other. The above notion of interaction index can be extended to the
sub-set of elements as follows:
Let

μ be a fuzzy measure on X . The interaction index IT for any sub set

T ⊂ X is defined by –

IT = n − |T | ξ
∑

k =0

with ξ
k

p

=

k

T

∑

∑

( − 1)

K ⊂ X \T , K = k L ⊂ T

( n − k − p )! k !
( n − p + 1 )!

Where T = Sub-set of criteria
n = Total number of criteria
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T − L

μ LK

(2.40)

2.8.3

Analysis of Importance and Interaction index

The above concepts of importance index and interaction index are useful in analysing
the fuzzy measures. In a practical problem, these concepts can be used for
understanding the behaviour of the fuzzy measures and to better understand the
preference structure. However, these concepts do not address the issue for
determining the fuzzy measures in a practical situation. They cannot be referred as
tools for determination of actual fuzzy measures for the given decision problem.
There are other measures suggested to simplify the issue of fuzzy measure
determination.

2.8.4 K-Order Fuzzy Measures
The complexity of fuzzy measures puts limitations on its application. In order to
simplify the complexity, Grabisch (1995a) has suggested K-order additive fuzzy
measures. For defining k-order additive fuzzy measures, a pseudo-Boolean function
must be defined. A pseudo-Boolean function is a real-valued function

f : {0 ,1} → ℜ
n

.

In case of additive measures this pseudo-Boolean function would be a linear function
i.e. f ( x ) =

n

∑

i =1

aixi .

The definition of k-order additive fuzzy measures depends on the nature of this pseuoBoolean function. Let T be the set of elements in a given sub-set of criteria.
aT be the set of fuzzy measure coefficients.

The k-additive fuzzy measure can be defined as the fuzzy measure whose
corresponding pseudo-Boolean function is a multilinear polynomial of degree k such
that the set of coefficients aT = 0 for all T such that |T|> k and there exists at least one
sub set T of k elements such that aT ≠ 0 .For example 2-additive fuzzy measures are
represented as
n

μ (k ) = ∑ ai xi +
i =1

∑a

{i , j }⊂ X

ij

xi x j , for any K ⊂ X such that k ≥ 2
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(2.41)

From the above formulation, a 2-order additive fuzzy measure would be determined
by only 2 coefficients of the fuzzy measure.
The k-order additive measure certainly simplifies the representation of 2-order fuzzy
measures. However, this representation of the fuzzy measures would not directly
automate the decision making process as importance ai j of the sub-set must be
acquired.
This mechanism certainly simplifies representation of fuzzy measures especially in
case of higher values of n. However, this approach does not suggest any mechanism
for acquiring the importance of sub-set of criteria. Though k-additive fuzzy measures
do not explicitly explain the acquisition of fuzzy measures, they are important tools
for behavioural analysis of fuzzy measures and hence for understanding the nature of
interaction between the criteria.
2.9 Fuzzy Measure Determination Methods
As mentioned earlier, fuzzy measure acquisition process can become very complex
for large number of criteria ‘n’. Also determining the fuzzy measure in a practically
feasible manner is an important aspect. Researchers have suggested some methods.
These methods are discussed in the following sections.
2.9.1 λ Measure
Sugeno (1974) has suggested a λ-Measure. This measure can be used as fuzzy
measure in the fuzzy integral computation. λ is known as non-additivity constant in
the range [-1, +∞]. Using this measure the Choquet integral can be computed through
the following steps1. For a given set of weights (wi), determine λ: [-1, +∞] measure from the equation,
n
1 + λ = ∏ (1+ λ wi)

(2.42)

i =1
This formulation assumes that the n factors define the aggregate variable. Sugeno
has shown that a unique root always exists which is non-zero and ≥-1. The λ value
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so determined is constant for each group of factors and is dependent on weights
wi.
2. Order the criteria evaluation values or scores xij in descending order.
3. For the ordered factors calculate the subset weight μ(Ai) where Ai ⊂ n, for
increasing subsets of factors starting with the highest value using the following
equation,
μ(Αi) = μ(Αi −1) + wi + λ wi μ(Αi−1)
Where wi = weight, and μ(A0) = 0
4. Use equation (1) above to form a global Choquet value for the group of values.
Several computations were conducted for determining λ measure for different set of
values (Wagholikar & Deer 2004).
Based on the result the following points are observed.
a. The λ value is coming out to be invalid i.e. λ < -1, when the weights are
normalized.
b. The λ gives all positive or all negative values. This indicates that there could be
only positive or negative interaction among the criteria. It does not cater the
case where there could be both positive as well as negative interactions among
the criteria. This restricts the application of this measure for modelling only one
type of interaction between the criteria.
Based on the above points, it can be concluded that λ measure cannot be used in fuzzy
integral computation in the presence of positive as well as negative interaction
between the criteria. Hence there is need to investigate some more methods of
determining the combined importance of criteria.
2.9.2

Interactive Optimisation

Grabisch (1995a) has proposed an interesting approach for fuzzy measure
identification through interactive optimisation. This approach involves use of
historical data (i.e. data about the past decisions) and an interactive dialogue between
the decision-maker and the fuzzy measure determination system. This approach
involves active participation of the decision maker in the fuzzy measure determination
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process. This approach is based on the assumption of equal importance of criteria
when the decision maker is unable to provide the preferences over the criteria. This
implies that there is equal contribution of each criterion in the global evaluation of an
alternative. Grabisch (1995a) describes this as an equilibrium situation as the weights
on the criteria “constitute an additive uniformly distributed measure”.
This can be considered as an ideal situation as the criteria may not contribute equally
in the evaluation process. Hence a solution, which is the proximity of the ideal
solution, can be found. This process eventually focuses on minimizing the difference
between the ideal measure and the learnt measure from the historical data.
Mathematically the additive uniformly distributed measure is represented as
μ = i / m where i = 1,2,3...m
By various values of “i” we get the respective ith order measure. For e.g. a set of
criteria where m=3, the first order measure μ=1/3 = 0.33 which implies that the ideal
contribution of criteria is 0.33.
The algorithm is as follows.
1. Based on the historical data about the same decisions made in the past, the
constraints for the global evaluation for the current situation is expressed as
follows –
Zj - δi ≤ Cjt Xj ≤ Zj + δi

(2.43)

Zi = global evaluation in the past decisions
δi = Acceptable allowance about global evaluation value in the learning data
which is the data about the same decision(s) made in the past.
Cjt Xj = Choquet evaluation
2. Determine the decision maker’s preferences explicitly through the importance of
degree of each criterion and the interaction between them. For this the preference
table suggested for Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Satty 1980) is used.
3. The decision maker’s preference between a pair of criteria i and j is expressed as
follows.
xi ≤ ηxj, where η determines degree of preference of criteria i over criteria j.
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The type of relationship between the criteria is modelled by the following
constraints.
μ(A ∪ B) = μ(A) + λ μ(B) 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (for positive interaction between the criteria)
μ(A ∪ B) = μ(A) + μ(B) + γ(1 – μ(A) – μ(B)) 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 & μ(A) + μ(B) < 1 (for
negative interaction between the criteria).
4. After this input data set, it is shown that quadratic programming can solve the
problem of minimizing the difference between the global evaluation and the
Choquet evaluation of the past data (Grabisch 1995a).
5. The above process i.e. steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the decision maker’s
preferences are satisfied.
This method is explained in detail in Grabisch’s work (Grabisch 1995a). In this
approach the historical data is in the form of global evaluation Zi and criteria
evaluations or scores xij in the past decisions. However, it can be argued that the
global evaluation may not be available from the decision problems. Therefore another
approach is investigated, which does not require historical data unlike Grabisch’s
approach described above. It is mainly based on the decision maker’s preference over
the set of criteria.
2.9.3

Semantic Consideration about Criteria

This approach involves direct involvement of the decision maker and modelling
his/her preferences in a linear constraint satisfaction problem (Marichal 1999). In this
method, the input dataset consists of the following: -The set A of the alternatives and the set C of criteria
-A table of individual scores (utilities) xij given on a same scale
Thus, a general MCDM matrix is formed as shown in MCDM process in chapter 1.
Then based on the decision maker’s preference over the set of criteria a partial preorder on the alternatives is formed. Along with this dataset, information such as signs
of interaction between some pairs of criteria, degree of orness, veto and favour
degrees etc. can be integrated, if it can be given by a linear expression. This data set
forms a linear constraint satisfaction problem whose solution gives a 2-order fuzzy
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measure. It is assumed that the decision maker is able to provide information about
the preferences between the two criteria. The formulation for this problem is as
follows:
Maximize z = ε
Subject to
m

∑ aijxj ≤ bj

j=1

where i =1,......,p

(2.44)

m

∑ cij x j ≤ di −ε where i = 1,......, q

(2.45)

j=1

In the above formulation, the objective function is to maximize the inequality in the
constraints expressed by the summation of importance of pair of criteria i and j and
the criteria score. The coefficients b, d, p and q are constants. The decision maker’s
preferences are expressed based on criteria evaluation, which in turn form the linear
constraints in the above formulation.
In this method, these constraints are shown to be bounded by fixed preference
threshold δ. By solving the above linear program the 2-order fuzzy measure can be
determined. The global evaluations of alternatives can be determined using Choquet
integral. This method has been illustrated in detail by Marichal (1999). This method
can determine only 2-order fuzzy measure. It can determine the importance of subsets involving two criteria. However, the applicability of this method for large number
of criteria can be argued. This is because as the number of decision criteria increase,
then linear programming may become complex. The value of threshold δ has a
subjectivity associated with it. One has to try to compare solutions with different
values of δ. The above method has been applied using the following dataset.
Table 2.4 Car Selection Decision Matrix for Marichal’s approach
Comfort

Fuel

Power

Economy
Car A

0.9

0.75

0.95

Car B

0.75

0.9

0.95

Car C

0.75

0.9

0.55

Car D

0.9

0.75

0.55
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The following results were obtained.
Table 2.5 Results using Marichal’s approach
Car

Global Evaluation

Car A

0.925

Car B

0.85

Car C

0.725

Car D

0.65

Unlike previous method of interactive optimisation, this method does not require any
historical data as the linear program is mainly formulated based on decision maker’s
preference over the set of criteria.
2.9.4 Determination of Fuzzy Measures by Transformations
The problem of determining the fuzzy measures can be considered as a problem of
knowledge acquisition (Klir et al. 1996b). This difficulty arises mainly due to the
definition of fuzzy measures over the sub-set of elements in a universal set. This
implies an exponential increase in the computational complexity. In addition, fuzzy
measures must satisfy the monotonicity requirement and when dealing with infinite
sets

the continuity (or semi-continuity) requirement. These requirements further

increase the complexity in the process. This complexity can be simplified using
suitable transformations (Dubois et al. 1993; Wang et al. 1999). Fuzzy measures can
be constructed using appropriate transformations. A regular transformation is a
continuous, strictly monotone function θ on X with θ (0) = 0 and θ (1) = 1.
Using these transformations, a given Sugeno measure can be transferred to another
Sugeno measure with an assigned parameter. If the parameter is λ0 and the assigned
parameter is λ , then the transformation has the form

θ (x) =

(1 + x) log1+ (1+λ0 ) - 1

(2.46)

λ

This approach requires determination of Sugeno measure (Leung et al. 2000). It
requires a set of pre-defined Sugeno measures. As it has shown earlier, Sugeno
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measures can model only one type of interaction. Hence an approach based on the
Sugeno measures is not suitable for decision problems where the criteria may be both
positively as well as negatively related. These transformations can be applied when
there exists only one type of interaction.
2.9.5 Determination based on Pre-defined Values of Choquet Integral
This approach suggests determination of fuzzy measures based on the values of predefined Choquet integral (Klir et al. 1996a). This approach assumes an existing
monotone function μ . It defines the properties of the new monotone set function ν .
Based on the existing set function and the required properties of the new function,
new fuzzy measures can be determined using a Choquet integral. The approach is as
follows. Let μ : ρ → [0, ∞] be a given monotone set function with μ (φ ) = 0 .

Choosing a non-negative measurable function f on X, a new set function ν can be
obtained for all A ∈ f via a Choquet integral. This can be expressed as below.

ν ( A) = c( A) ∫ fdμ .

(2.47)

A

The above expression shows that if a fuzzy measure is known and properties for the
new fuzzy measure are defined, then new fuzzy measures can be determined. This
approach is applicable if an acceptable fuzzy measure ν

is constructed by

determining an appropriate non-negative measurable function f . It is suggested that
this approach is much simpler than the transformation methods discussed earlier as it
requires determination of few real coefficients when X < ρ − 2 . However, this
approach can be complicated due the to problem of the construction of function f .
2.9.6 Data-driven Methods

This is a special class of methods where fuzzy measures can be determined using a
data set about evaluations of the objects (Wang & Klir 1992; Yuan & Klir 1996).
Consider a set of attributes X (criteria in a given decision problem), a function f on
X. This function is the function assigning a value to each criteria. A fuzzy measure μ
on the power set of

X

is also defined. This fuzzy measure specifies the importance of

each sub-set of X. For this situation, the Choquet Integral ∫ fdμ is the tool
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summarising the information expressed by f according to the importance measure or
the fuzzy measure μ . The Choquet Integral is the tool for obtaining the overall
evaluation of the object against a set of criteria. Once the set of alternatives
X = {xk | k ∈ N n } and

the fuzzy measure μ are given, and then either the Choquet or

Sugeno integral can be used to determine the overall evaluation for any relevant
object (Yuan & Klir 1995). When m objects are considered, m x n attribute valuations
are involved, together with m overall summaries of the Choquet integral. This can be
illustrated in the following table.

Table 2.6 Input data for Data driven methods
Object

Criteria scores

Choquet
Evaluation

i=1

f1(x1), f1(x2),…………, f1(xn)

C1

2

f2(x1), f2(x2),…………, f2(xn)

C2

..
..

fm(x1), fm(x2),…………, fm(xn)
Cm

M

Where fi(xk) denotes the valuation of attribute x k (k ∈ N n ) for object i and the Choquet
Integral is given by

C i = (c) ∫ f i dμ

(2.48)

In the undertaken problem, the fuzzy measures μ are not known. Only the individual
criteria scores and the overall assessment of the criteria are known. Then the fuzzy
measure determination problem reduces to the inverse problem of determining the
fuzzy measure μ from the linear system of m equations. The data of the criteria
scores and the global evaluation can be used to solve the m equations of the following
form.
(c) ∫ f i dμ = ai , Where ai is the overall assessment of an alternative. The above
inverse problem is a complex problem especially for higher values of m.
This approach requires the knowledge of overall assessment of alternatives in a new
decision problem. However, it can be argued that it is not possible to acquire this
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knowledge in a decision-making problem. Since this is a decision making process, the
overall assessment of alternatives in a new decision problem would be absent. This
approach however can be applicable in a situation where fuzzy measures obtained
from the past data are applicable for the new decision problem.

2.9.7 Principal Components Analysis

From the studies done so far, it can be concluded that non-additive measures are
important tools to solve the research question. However, the issue of fuzzy measure
determination is complex especially for large values of n criteria. This issue may be
simplified by using a transform so that less number of coefficients can be used for the
computation. Principal Component Analysis or Karhunen-Loève transform (Karhunen
1946; Loève 1955) is a transform that is used to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset
in which there are a large number of interrelated variables, while retaining as much as
possible of the variation present in the data set (Dunteman 1989; O’Connell 1974). It
is also known as Hotelling transform (Hotelling 1933). The principle component can
be illustrated with the help of the following figure.

Figure 2.6 Principal components analysis
In the above figure the points indicate a two-dimensional data. The straight line is the
direction of the first principal component that gives an optimal linear reduction of
dimension from 2 to1.
The reduction in data dimensionality is achieved by transforming to a new set of
variables, the principal components, which are uncorrelated, and which are ordered so
that the first few retain most of the variations present in all of the original variables.
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Computation of the principal components reduces to the solution of Eigen values.
Principal components analysis can be useful in selecting a subset of variables to
represent the total set of variables. This discussion does not take into account the use
of outside criteria, such as their effectiveness in predicting a particular dependent
variable, to select the subset of variables; only the internal structure of the data is
considered. The rationale for selecting a subset of variables to represent the variation
in a set of variables rather than the principal components themselves is based on two
considerations. First, in order to compute the principal component scores, measures of
all variables in the variable set are needed since each principal component is a linear
combination of all of the variables. Some variables may be too difficult or too
expensive to measure, and, therefore, collecting data on them in future studies may be
impractical. Second, while the variables themselves are usually readily interpretable,
the principal components are sometimes un-interpretable.
2.9.8 Literature Analysis

The above literature review so far explored various theoretical aspects of the research
question. The undertaken problem is investigated. It was shown that aggregation and
aggregation measures are the important and foundational aspects of this problem.
Various aggregation measures were discussed. It was shown that non-additive
measures could handle the issue of dependence between the criteria. However, there
are issues in computing the non-additive measure coefficients. Especially
determination of fuzzy measure coefficients is a major issue. Various fuzzy measure
determination approaches were analysed. However, mainly it was discovered that
these approaches are based on the learning data of the same decisions made in the
past. They also involve considerable involvement of the decision maker. These
approaches suggest the need of determining 2n-1 fuzzy measure coefficients. None of
them indicates the need and possibility of reducing the complex data set of 2n-1
coefficients to some manageable form of data. It is difficult to derive a definite
algorithmic solution for this problem. However, it is possible to have a different
approach towards solving this fuzzy measures acquisition problem.
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2.10 Theoretical Foundations of the proposed approach

After the critical analysis of the state-of-the-art approaches related with the research
question, this work proposes an approach, which will address the issues identified in
the literature review. The investigation of the issue of dependence of criteria has lead
this research to develop an appropriate pragmatic mechanism for fuzzy measure
determination such that non-additive measures can be used in the presence of
interactive criteria. The literature analysis showed that the previous approaches
mainly address the issue of interaction between the criteria using a set of historical
data. The historical data can consist of data about the past similar decisions. Such data
set can be used for fuzzy measures acquisition. This is the central idea behind the
proposed approach.
2.10.1 Reasoning by Analogy

The main premise of this approach is that the use of similar precedents for fuzzy
measure determination will resolve some pragmatic issues associated with fuzzy
measures. Reasoning by analogy is one of the forms of human reasoning (Minsky
1963). It can be considered as core of human cognition (Gentner et al. 2001; Dubois
& Prade 1994). People may choose to reason and solve problems using similar
experiences (Lancaster & Kolodner 1987). It is a remarkable ability of people to
easily understand new situations by resemblance to old ones, to comprehend
metaphors, and to solve the problems based on previously solved, analogous problems
(Read & Cesa 1991; Ross 1984). These characteristics of reasoning may be
considered as abilities of analogical reasoning (Klein 1987; Vosniadou & Ortony
1989). Analogical reasoning has been considered as one of the key phenomenon of
intelligence since ancient times (Helman 1988).
From a psychologist’s perspective “With the invention of some simple version of the
concept of a problem, it becomes possible to solve a problem by recognizing that it
involves objects and relations similar to those involved in previous experiences.”
(Holyoak & Koh 1987; Faries & Schlossberg 1994). In other words, the capacities for
analogy can become mental tools for problem solving. Analogy is a central concept in
the theory of analogical reasoning.
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2.10.1.1 Analogy

The English word “analogy” originates from the Greek analogia, meaning
mathematical proportion (Such as 2:4::4:8). Basically, an analogy is a statement of a
logical relationship between two similar things that are compared with each other
(Vosniadou & Ortony1989). However, ‘analogy’ has taken on many meanings. The
notion of analogy depends on the underlying context and domain.
This work considers analogy, as an inference that if two or more things agree with one
another in one or more respects, then they will probably agree in yet other respects.
The extension of this principle can be applied in the context of decision-making.
Accordingly, if the new decision problem is similar to a past decision problem then
the past solution can be applied for solving new problem. There are two kinds of
analogies.
a. Metaphorical Analogies – These are the analogies in which the analogically
related items are drawn from conceptually different or remote domains. They can
also be termed as between-domain analogies (Kokinov 1996).
b. Literal Analogies – These are the analogies in which the items are drawn from the
same domain, or at least from conceptually very close domains. They can also be
termed as within-domain analogies. They are mainly used to solve the new
problems using the solution of the old problems in the same domain (Holyoak &
Koh 1987).
It is important not to lose sight of the distinction between the two kinds of analogies,
because it is possible that somewhat different processes might be involved in the two
cases (Spiro et al. 1989).
Analogical reasoning can be described as a reasoning process utilizing the relational
information from a domain that already exists in memory (usually referred to as the
source or base domain) to the domain to be explained (referred to as the target
domain) (Keane et al. 1994). In this reasoning process, similarity is implicated
because a successful, useful analogy depends upon there being some sort of similarity
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between the source domain and the target domain and because the perception of
similarity is likely to play a major role in some of the key processes associated with
analogical reasoning (Anderson & Thomson 1989).
Analogical reasoning mainly involves the following sequence of processes –
a. Gaining access to an appropriate analog;
b. Mapping some part of the information associated with that analog onto
the target domain;
c. Mapping the source domain solution to the target domain.
2.10.2 Analogical Mapping

Analogical mapping involves setting up correspondences between properties in the
two domains and transferring a relational structure that embodies some of the
relations between these properties (Holyoak & Thagard 1995;Collins & Burstein
1989). In many instances of analogy comprehension, transfer of the relational
structure is not needed because the relational structure already exists in the target
domain (Thagard & Holyoak 1989). In the context of the undertaken research, this can
be interpreted as the presence of same sub-set of criteria in the source and target
domain. Hence the preferences of the sub-set of criteria in the source domain can be
used directly for determining the fuzzy measures and hence eventually computing the
global evaluation of the alternatives.
The above discussion directs the selection of one type of analogy for this work. As
mentioned earlier, this research pursues the development of fuzzy measures
acquisition methodology based on the notion of using similar data sets. These data
sets represent the new decision problem and a set of the past decision problems. It is
assumed that the data sets will belong to the same domain. Therefore literal analogies
are applicable for the undertaken work. This work defines literal analogy-based
reasoning as similarity-based reasoning. Thus, similarity based reasoning is
considered as a sub-set of reasoning by analogy.
The application of similarity-based reasoning would require construction of a data set,
retrieval of solution of a similar problem and adaptation of the solution for solving the
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new problem. Case-based reasoning (CBR) is considered as a good tool that
implements the similarity based reasoning and can be useful for human decisionaiding (Pal et al. 2000; Kolodner 1991; Bergmann 2003; Mark & Kolodner 1992).
2.11 Case-based reasoning

There are various models suggested for CBR (Plaza & Aamodt 1994; Kolodner 1992).
The CBR cycle mainly involves the following phases (Sun & Finnie 2003).
i. Retrieving similar previously experienced cases (e.g. problem-solutionoutcome triples) whose problem is judged to be similar.
ii. Reusing the cases by copying or integrating the solutions from the cases
retrieved.
iii. Revising or adapting the solution(s) retrieved in an attempt to solve the new
problem.
iv. Retaining the new solution once it has been confirmed or validated.
The above phases are shown in the following CBR cycle proposed by Plaza and
Aamodt (1994).

Figure 2.7 CBR Cycle (Adopted from Plaza and Aamodt (1994))
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2.11.1 Case Representation

A case can be regarded as a contextualized piece of knowledge (Pal & Shiu 2004).
Case representation is one of the problem areas associated with CBR (Yang et al.
2003). The representation problem is about deciding what to store in a case (Khator et
al. 1995). In general terms, the case structure consists of a problem part and a solution
part. These two parts can be structured in accordance with the real situation in the
problem domain. The problem part consists of the desired goal or reasoner’s aim, a
set of constraints on this goal. The solution part may include the solution itself, the
reasoning steps, the justification, the alternatives and the expectations. Different
problems will have different case-structures (Koton 1988). Once the case structure is
defined as per the underlying context, an appropriate case representation format can
be selected. The case format can be regarded as the way in which the case is stored in
the system. Case in a case base can be stored in different representational formats (Pal
& Shiu 2004; Gebhardt et al. 1997). The following factors must be considered when
choosing a representation format for a case:


The form in which cases are available or obtained.



Types and structures associated with the content or features that describe a
case (Cortés et al. 2002). These types have to be available, or be capable of
being created, in the case representation.



The indexing and search mechanism planned. Cases have to be in a format that
the case retrieval mechanism can deal with effectively.

The traditional case representations are relational case representation, Object-oriented
case representation and predicate case representation (Pal & Simon 2000; Bergmann
2002). The following figure shows an example of a relational case representation.
Customer_Name

Xyz

Seats

4

Cusomer_ID

123

Colour

Gray

Age
Country

30
Aaa
679118

Doors
Liter
Horse Power

4
2.5 L
300

Researcher

Fuel_Capacity

20

Recommendation
Outcome

My supplier type I
Deal

Phone
Profession
Favourite_Colour

Silver

Supplier_Phone
Supplier_Name
Price

My_supplier
$55,000

Figure 2.8 Tuple-based case representation
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After considering all the above factors, a relational case representation is chosen for
the proposed approach. The criteria used for the decision problem form the attributes.
The criteria values are chosen on an absolute scale. Each attribute would be weighted
separately. The weights assigned to the case attributes allow them to have varying
degrees of importance and may be selected by a domain expert or user (Watson et al.
2005).
2.11.2 Case Indexing

Case indexing refers to assigning indexes to cases for future retrieval and comparison.
The choice of case index is important to enable retrieval of the right case at the right
time (Kolodner 1993). This is because the case index will determine the context in
which it will be retrieved in the future. Indexes must be predictive in a useful manner
(Shin & Han 2001). Indexes should reflect the important features of a case and the
attributes that influence the outcome of the case, and describe the circumstances in
which a case can be retrieved in the future.
2.11.3 Case Retrieval

Case retrieval is the process of finding, within a case base, those cases that are the
closest to the current case (Lenz 1999). To carry out effective case retrieval, there
must be selection criteria that determine how a case is judged to be appropriate for
retrieval and a mechanism to control how the case is judged to be appropriate for
retrieval and a mechanism to control how the case base is searched. The selection
criteria are necessary to determine which is the best case to retrieve, by determining
how close the current case is to the case stored.
Input specification
of query case
Query

Case base

Case Retrieval
Refine query and
retrieve again

Case(s)
Analysis of retrieval

Case
appropriate to
adapt

Figure 2.9 Case retrieval process
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Go to
adaptation

There are various retrieval techniques (Pal & Shiu 2004; Smyth 1998a; Cheetham
2000). The most commonly investigated retrieval techniques, by far, are the k-nearest
neighbours (k-NN), decision trees and their derivatives (Perera & Watson 1998).
These techniques involve developing a similarity metric that allows closeness (i.e.
similarity) among cases to be measured. These techniques are described below.
2.11.3.1 K-Nearest-neighbour retrieval

In this approach, the retrieved case is chosen when the weighted sum of its features
that match the current case is greater than other cases in the case base (Finnie & Sun
2002). In simple terms with all features weighted equally, a case that matches the
present case on n features will be retrieved rather than a case that matches only on k
features, where k<n. Attributes that are considered more important in a problemsolving situation may have their importance denoted by weighting them more heavily
in the case-matching process.
2.11.3.2 Inductive approaches

Inductive approaches are used to determine the case-base structure, which determines
the relative importance of features for discriminating among similar cases. The
resulting hierarchical structure of the case base provides a reduced search space for
the case retriever. This may, in turn, reduce the query search time (Bonzano et al.
1997; Falkman 2000).
2.11.3.3 Knowledge-guided approaches

Knowledge-guided approaches to retrieval use domain knowledge to determine the
features of a case that are important for retrieving that case in the future (Barletta
1991). In some situations, different features of a case will have different levels of
importance or contribution to the success levels associated with that case. As with
inductive approaches to retrieval, knowledge-guided indexing may result in a
hierarchical structure, which can be more effective for searching. This approach is
important for case search.
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2.11.3.4 Validated Retrieval

This is a 2-phase approach (Simoudis 1992). Phase 1 involves the retrieval of all cases
that appear to be relevant to a problem, based on the main features of the present case.
Phase 2 involves deriving more discriminating features from the initial group of
retrieved cases to determine whether these cases are valid in the current situation. The
advantage of validated retrieval is that inexpensive computational methods can be
used to make the initial retrieval from the case base, while more expensive
computational methods can be used in the second phase, where they are applied to
only a subset of the case base. There are number of factors to consider when
determining the method of retrieval:


The number of cases to be searched



The amount of domain knowledge available



The ease of determining weightings for individual features



Whether all cases should be indexed by the same features or whether each case
may have features those vary in importance.

2.11.4 Case Adaptation

Case adaptation is the process of transforming a solution retrieved into a solution
appropriate for the current problem (Leake 1995). It has been argued that adaptation
may be the most important step of CBR since it adds intelligence to what would
otherwise be simple pattern matchers (Pal & Shiu 2004). Case adaptation plays a
central role in defining ability of a CBR system. The ability of a CBR system depends
upon the adaptation of retrieved solution for solving new problems (Kinley et al.
1996). A number of approaches can be taken to carry out case adaptation.


The solution returned (case retrieved) could be used as a solution to the current
problem without modification, or with modifications where the solution is not
entirely appropriate for the current situation.



The steps or processes that were followed to obtain the earlier solution could be
rerun without modification, or with modifications where the steps taken in the
previous solution are not fully satisfactory in the current situation.



Where more than one case has been retrieved, a solution could be derived from
multiple cases or, alternatively, several alternative solutions could be presented.
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The case adaptation process is shown below.
Retrieved
case
Possible

Case
adaptation

Case base

Interaction

Internal
assessment of
solution

Output
solution
Solution addresses
current problem

Figure 2.10 Case adaptation process
2.11.5 Case-base Maintenance

When applying CBR systems for problem solving, there is always a trade-off between
the number of cases to be stored in the case library and retrieval efficiency (Smyth
1998c). The larger the case library, the greater the problem space covered. However,
this would also downgrade system performance if the number of cases were to grow
unacceptably high. Therefore, removing redundant or less useful cases to attain an
acceptable error level is one of the most important aspects in maintaining CBR
systems.
Case-base maintenance can be defined as the implementation of policies for revising
the organisation or contents (representation, domain content, accounting information,
or implementation) of a case base to facilitate future reasoning for a particular set of
performance objectives (Wilson & Leake 1998).
The central idea of CBR maintenance is to develop some measures for case
competence, which is the range of problems that a CBR system can solve. Various
properties may be useful, such as the size, distribution, and density of cases in the
case base, the coverage of individual cases and the similarity and adaptation
knowledge of a given system (Smyth 1998b). Coverage refers to the set of cases that
each case could solve and reachability refers to the set of cases that could provide
solutions to the current problem. The higher the density of cases, the greater the
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chances of having redundant cases. By expressing the density of cases as a function of
case similarity, a suitable case deletion policy could be formulated for removing cases
that are highly reachable from others.
Another reason for CBR maintenance is the possible existence of conflicting cases in
the case library due to changes in domain knowledge or specific environments for a
given task. For example, more powerful cases may exist that can contain inconsistent
information, either with other parts of the same case or with original cases that are
more primitive. Furthermore, if two cases are considered equivalent (with identical
feature values), or if one case subsumes another by having more feature criteria, a
maintenance process may be required to remove the redundant cases.
After the adaptation has been completed, it is desirable to check that the solution
adapted takes into account the differences between the case retrieved and the current
problem (i.e. whether the adaptation specifically addresses these differences). At this
point, there is also a need to consider what action is to be taken if this check
determines that the solution developed is ready for testing and use in the applicable
domain.

2.12 Learning in CBR Systems

Once an appropriate solution has been generated and output, there is some expectation
that the solution will be tested in reality. To test a solution, one has to consider both
the way it may be tested and how the outcome of the test will be classified as a
success or a failure. This learning mechanism is shown in figure 2.11. In other words,
some criteria need to be defined for the performance rating of the preferred solution.
Using this real-world assessment, a CBR system can be updated to take into account
any new information uncovered in the processing of the new solution. This
information can be added to a system for two purposes: first, the more information
that is stored in a case base, the closer the match found in the case base is likely to be;
second, adding information to the case base generally improves the solution that the
system is able to create (Althoff 2001).
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Learning may occur in a number of ways (Segre 1989; Hammond 1989; Plaza et al.
1997). The addition of a new problem, its solution, and the outcome to the case base is
a common method. The addition of cases to the case base will increase the range of
situations covered by the stored cases and reduce the average distance between an
input vector and the closest stored vector.
Output
solution
Real-world
testing

Learning
Mechanism

Case base

Case
reasoner

Case
retriever

Figure 2.11 Learning Mechanism in CBR
A second method of learning in a CBR system is using the solution’s assessment to
modify the indexes of the stored cases or to modify the criteria for case retrieval. If a
case has indexes that are not relevant to the specific contexts in which it should be
retrieved, adjusting the indexes may increase the correlation between the occasions
when a case is actually retrieved and the occasions when it ought to have been
retrieved. Similarly, assessment of a solution’s performance may lead to an improved
understanding of the underlying casual model of the domain that can be used to
improve adaptation processing. If better ways can be found to modify case with
respect to the distance between the current and retrieved cases, the output solution
will probably be improved.
2.13 Advantages of Case-based Reasoning

There are various advantages of using CBR for solving the undertaken research
problem. These advantages are enunciated next.
2.13.1 Simplification of the Knowledge Acquisition Task

CBR consist primarily of the collection of relevant existing experiences/cases and
their representation and storage. Unlike other model-based and rule-based systems,
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CBR does not require to depend upon a particular model or a set of rules for
knowledge acquisition (Pal & Shiu 2004). This simplifies the task of knowledge
acquisition. In the undertaken problem, the data about the past decisions will form the
case library. It is assumed that such data would be easily available from the experts
and since it is independent of any rules, it is easier to built.
2.13.2 Useful for Continuous Learning

CBR is useful for building systems that records success as well as failure. In systems
that record failures as well as success, and perhaps the reason for those failures,
information about what caused failures in the past can be used to predict potential
failures in the future (Cunningham et al. 1997).
2.13.3 Flexibility in Knowledge Modelling

Due to their rigidity in problem formulation and modelling, model-based systems
sometimes cannot solve a problem that is on the boundary of their knowledge or
scope or when there is missing or incomplete data. In contrast, case-based systems use
past experience as the domain knowledge and can often provide a reasonable solution,
through appropriate adaptation, to these types of problems (Wilke & Bergmann 1998).
2.13.4 Reasoning in Ill-defined Domains

In a situation where insufficient knowledge exists to build a casual model of a domain
or to derive a set of heuristics for it, a case-based reasoner can still be developed using
only a small set of cases from the domain. The underlying theory of domain
knowledge does not have to be quantified or understood entirely for a case-based
reasoner to function (Pal & Shiu 2004).
2.13.5 Making Successful Predictions of a Preferred Solution

When information is stored regarding the level of success of past solutions, the casebased reasoner may be able to predict the success of the solution suggested for a
current problem. This is done by referring to the stored solutions, the level of success
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of these solutions and the differences between the previous and current contexts of
applying these solutions.
2.13.6 Learning Over Time

As CBR systems are used, they encounter more problem situations and create more
solutions. If solution cases are tested subsequently in the real world and a level of
success is determined for those solutions, these cases can be added to the case base
and used to help in solving future problems. As cases are added, a CBR system should
be able to reason in a wider variety of situations and with a higher degree of
refinement and success (Pirolli & Anderson 1985; Leake & Wilson 1999).
2.13.7 Reasoning with Incomplete or Imprecise Data and Concepts

As cases are retrieved, they may not be identical to the current case. Nevertheless,
when they are within some defined measure of similarity to the present case, any
incompleteness and imprecision can be dealt with by a case-based reasoner. Although
these factors may cause a slight degradation in performance, due to the increased
disparity between the current and retrieved cases, reasoning can continue. In such
situation a fuzzy logic based methodology works well (Hansen and Riordan 2002).
This particular advantage supports the application of case-based reasoning for solving
the undertaken research question.
2.13.8 Providing a Means of Explanation

Case-based reasoning systems can supply a previous case and its (successful) solution
to help convince a user of, or to justify, a proposed solution to the current problem. In
most domains there will be occasions when a user wishes to be reassured about the
quality of the solution provided by a system. By explaining how a previous case was
successful in a situation, using the similarities between the cases and the reasoning
involved in adaptation, CBR system can explain its solution to the user. Even for a
hybrid system, one that may be using multiple methods to find a solution, this
proposed explanation mechanism could augment the casual (or other) explanation
given to a user (Pal & Shiu 2004).
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2.13.9 Applicability to Various Problems

The number of ways in which a CBR system can be implemented is almost unlimited.
It can be used for many purposes, such as creating a plan, making a diagnosis, and
arguing a point of view. Therefore, the data dealt with by a CBR system are able to
take many forms, and the retrieval and adaptation methods will also vary. Whenever
stored past cases are being retrieved and adapted, case-based reasoning is said to be
taking place. CBR can be applied to extremely diverse application domains (Osborne
& Bridge 1996; Schmidt et al. 1990; Watson & Gardingen 1999).
2.13.10 Reflecting Human Reasoning

As there are many situations where we, as humans, use a form of case-based
reasoning, it is not difficult to convince implementers, users and managers of the
validity of the paradigm. Similarly, humans can understand a CBR system’s reasoning
and explanations and are able to be convinced of the validity of an earlier solution,
they are less likely to use this solution. The more critical domain, the lower the chance
that a past solution will be used and the greater the required level of a user’s
understanding and credulity (Dillon & Shiu 2000). This is most important advantage
of using CBR for addressing the undertaken research question.
2.14 Similarity Measures

The concept of similarity is central to the theory of case-based reasoning (Pal & Shiu
2004). The meaning of similarity always depends on the underlying context of a
particular application, and it does not convey a fixed characteristic that applies to any
comparative context. In CBR, the computation of similarity becomes a very important
issue in the case retrieval process. In this process utility of a retrieved case determines
the effectiveness of a similarity measurement. Therefore establishing an appropriate
similarity function is important for handling the deeper or hidden relationships
between the relevant objects associated with the cases. Broadly speaking, there are
two major retrieval approaches (Liao et al. 1998).
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a. The first approach is based on the computation of distance between cases, where
the most similar case is determined by the evaluation of a similarity measure (i.e.
a metric).
b. The second approach is related more to the representational/indexing structures of
the cases. The indexing structure can be traversed to search for similar cases.
The undertaken work uses the first approach of case retrieval. In this approach several
similarity measures are used to compute the most similar case. Basically, a similarity
measure can be considered as the following ratio –
Similarity =

Common
Common + Different

(2.49)

This definition can be expressed in following terms as well.
Similarity = 1 −

Different
Common + Different

(2.50)

The above definition is represented in different forms by various similarity measures
(Kontkanen et al. 2000). Some of the most commonly used similarity measures are
explained below (Kardi 2004).
2.14.1 Euclidean Similarity Measure

This is one of the most commonly used similarity measure (Santini & Jain 1999). The
similarity is computed based on the distance between the two objects in Euclidean
space. The distance is calculated as the square root of the sum of squares of the
arithmetical differences between the corresponding coordinates of two objects.
d = a 2 + b2 + c2

z
c
d

b

y
a
x

Figure 2.12 Euclidean distance representation
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For n-dimensional space, this distance measure is an extension of the Pythagoras
theorem.
This measure can be used to compute the similarity between the cases. In the
undertaken work, the case attributes are weighted individually. Hence the weighted
Euclidean distance can be used to compute the case similarity.
Let

CB = {CB1, CB2 ,........., CBN } be

the case library with N cases. Each case in this library is

composed of n attributes. The target case is also of the same form as the case from the
case library. If
xki and xji

CBk

is the target case and

(1 ≤ i ≤ n) as

CB j

is the jth case from the case library with

the values of the corresponding case attributes and wi(wi ∈ [0,1])

is the weight of the attributes, then the weighted Euclidean distance between them is
given by

(

⎡n
dist (CBk , CB j ) = ⎢ ∑ wi2 x ki − x ji
⎣i =1

) ⎤⎥⎦
2

1/ 2

(2.51)

The case from the case library with a smallest distance can be considered as the most
similar case and thus can be retrieved for solving new problem.
2.14.2 Simple Matching Coefficient

This similarity measure is applicable for binary data (Cheetham & Hazel 1969). This
similarity measure is useful when both positive and negative values of an attribute
carry equal information. For example, attribute gender (male and female) has
symmetry attribute because number of male and female give equal information.
This measure is expressed as
Simij =

p+s
t

(2.52)

where
p = Number of variables that are positive for both objects
s = Number of variables that are negative for both objects.
q = Number of variables that are positive the ith object and negative for the jth object.
r = Number of variables that are negative for the ith object and positive for the jth
object.
t = total number of variables = p + q + r + s
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The distance between the two objects is given by –
q+r
t

dij =

(2.53)

2.14.3 Jacquard’s Coefficient

Jacquard’s coefficient measure and Jacquard’s distance measure are measurement of
asymmetric information on binary variables (Gower 1971; Gregson 1975). These
measures are derived from the simple matching coefficient discussed above. The
simple matching coefficient measures the similarity between the attributes for both
positive and negative values. However, in some applications, only one type of
attribute value is required. For some applications the existence of ‘s’ in simple
matching makes no sense when number of variables that are negative for both objects
do not contribute towards similarity computation. Therefore such variables need not
be counted for computing the similarity or dissimilarity. This may happen when the
value of positive and negative do not have equal information (asymmetry) (Bridge
1998).
The Jacquard’s coefficient is given by
S ij =

p
p+q+r

(2.54)

where,
p = Number of variables that are positive for both objects
q = Number of variables that are positive for the ith objects and negative for the jth
object.
r = Number of variables that are negative for the ith objects and positive for the jth
object.
Jacquard’s distance can be derived from the Jacquard’s coefficient as
dij = 1 − Sij

i.e.
d ij =

q+r
p+q+r

(2.55)
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It is shown that these coefficients are ordering measures (Sneath & Sokal 1973). They
are not equivalent similarity measures.
2.14.4 Hamming Distance

A finite binary 0 and 1 sequence is sometimes called a word in coding theory
(Hamming 1986). If two words have the same length, we can count the number of
digits in positions where they have different values. The total number of digits having
different values from each other is called the Hamming distance. This measure can be
explained as follows.
If q = number of variables with value 1 for the ith object and 0 for the jth object and r =
number of variables with value 0 for the ith object and 1 for the jth object. The
expression for the hamming distance is d ij = q + r .
2.14.5 Manhattan (City-block) Distance

Similarity between two cases can be measured on an absolute scale as well.
Manhattan or City-block distance measure is based on the absolute values of the
attributes (Aksoy & Haralick 2000). It is similar to the walking distance between two
points in a city like New York’s Manhattan district where each component is the
number of blocks in North-South and East-West directions. It can be represented
graphically as shown in the following figure 2.13.
It is represented as follows.
n

dij = ∑ xik − x jk

(2.56)

k =1

This measure considers the absolute values of the attributes.

Figure 2.13 City block distance measure
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2.14.6 Minkowski Distance

This is the generalized metric distance (Ichino 1994). This distance measure can be
expressed as follows.
d ij =

p

n

∑ xik − x jk

p

(2.57)

k =1

The value of p determines the type of distance.
When p =1 this distance measure becomes city block distance.
When p = 2 this distance becomes Euclidean distance
2.14.7 Cosine Similarity

The cosine angle between any two vectors representing documents, queries, snippets
or combination of these is also used as a similarity measure. The expressions cosine
similarity, Sim (A, B), or COSIM are commonly used (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto
1999).
Sim( A, B ) = cos(θ ) =

x1 ∗ x 2 + y1 * y 2
A• B
=
2
AB
( x1 + y1 2 )1 / 2 ( x 2 2 + y 2 2 )1 / 2

(2.58)

2.14.8 Mahalanobis Distance Measure

This is a distance measure based on the correlations between variables by which
similarity of a new data set with a known data set can be determined. It is not
dependent on the scale of measurements (Duda et al. 2000). It is defined as follows –

, xp) is a multivariate vector with mean
If x = (x1, x2, x3,.........

μ = ( μ1 , μ 2 , μ 3 ,......... , μ p ) and

a

covariance matrix Σ , then the Mahalanbois distance is given as
DM ( x ) = ( x − μ )T Σ −1 ( x − μ )

(2.59)

If the co-variance matrix is the identity matrix, then the Mahalanbois distance
measure is the same as the Euclidean distance measure.
This distance measure takes into account the correlation between the features and
normalizes each feature to zero mean and unit variance.
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d(X,Y) = (X – Y) T W–1 (X – Y)

(2.60)

where W is the pooled covariance matrix and W–1 denotes its inverse. Assume that
there are k groups (or clusters) of data, each having nk points. These could correspond
to data belonging to a node of the index tree of a multimedia database. The mean
vector of the kth group is

[

m ( k ) = m1( k ) , m2( k ) ,..., mn( k )

]

T

(2.61)

where
mi( k ) =

1
nk

nk

∑x
j =1

(k )
i

The pooled mean m is the grand mean for all points:
m=

1
N

k

∑ nk m ( k )
j =1

k

where n = ∑ nk

(2.62)

j =1

Now, this normalization can be done:
X (k ) = X (k ) − m

(2.63)

Then, the pooled sample covariance matrix is defined as:
k

nk

(

)(

W = ∑∑ X (j i ) X (ji )

)

T

(2.64)

i =1 j =1

Mahalanobis distance takes into account correlation between features and normalizes
each feature to zero mean and unit variance. It must be noted that if W is an identity
matrix, i.e. the features are uncorrelated, and then Mahalanobis distance reduces to
Euclidean distance.
2.14.9 Correlation Coefficient

Correlation coefficient is measure, which indicates the extent of correlation between
the two variables in a given data set. It is a measure of interdependence between two
random variables that ranges in value from –1 to +1, indicating perfect negative
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correlation at –1, absence of correlation at zero and perfect correlation at +1. It is a
statistic representing how two variables co-vary. If there are two variables X and Y,
−

with means

X

and

−

Y

respectively. The standard deviations of these variables SX and

SY respectively. The correlation is computed as

(2.65)

Another correlation coefficient used in the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient (Ahlgren et al. 2003).

P=

n

n

i =1

i =1

∑ (xi − xi )∑ ( yi − yi )
n

∑ (x
i =1

i

− xi )

2

n

∑ (y
i =1

i

− yi )

(2.66)
2

Note that xi and y i is the mean of the ith feature over all the entries in the database.
This measure is based on the moments around the mean and hence measures the
mismatch in the features. This similarity measure is used mostly in cluster analysis.
2.15 Analysis of Similarity Measures

The above similarity measures can be applied in various problems. The application of
a particular similarity measure would depend upon the nature of the problem (Geng &
Hamilton 2006). While choosing a particular similarity measure, the computational
complexity and its applicability for a given data set can be considered.
In a given decision problem, the values of the attributes can exist on different scales.
The attributes can mostly be expressed in an ordinal scale or absolute scale. From a
computational perspective, the similarity measure that can compute the similarity
between the two data sets based on the default attribute scale can be effective.
Various important and commonly used similarity measures are discussed. Similarity
measures such as simple matching coefficient, Jacquard’s coefficient, Hamming
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distance measure are mainly used for binary data. This restricts their applicability for
the undertaken work as the attribute values in a given decision problem may not be
expressed in binary scale only. Mahalanbois distance measure considers the
correlations between the variables and is applicable only if the variables are
correlated. The criteria are scored individually. This does not imply a correlation
between the criteria scores.
Euclidean (and squared Euclidean) distances are usually computed from raw data, and
not from standardized data (Nguyen & Ho 2000). This method has certain advantages
(e.g., the distance between any two objects is not affected by the addition of new
objects to the analysis, which may be outliers). However, the distances can be greatly
affected by differences in scale among the dimensions from which the distances are
computed (Wilson & Martínez 1997). For example, if one of the dimensions denotes a
measured length in centimetres, and then it is converted to millimetres (by multiplying
the values by 10), the resulting Euclidean or squared Euclidean distances (computed
from multiple dimensions) can be greatly affected (i.e., biased by those dimensions
which have a larger scale), and consequently, the results may be very different.
Generally, it is good practice to transform the dimensions so that they have similar
scales.
This transformation may have a significant impact on the computation process for a
large data set. Hence, it is clear that a similarity measure that can be applied directly
to a given data set will perform better in terms of computational cost. It will be mainly
easy to apply in practical problems such as the fuzzy measure determination problem.
Unlike the measures discussed above, City-block distance measure can be applied to a
data set without any attribute value conversion. City block distance is computationally
cheaper distance measure. It requires attributes in an absolute scale. In the undertaken
problem of decision-making, the decision attributes can be best expressed in an
absolute scale and ordinal scale. Unlike other similarity measures, it can be applied on
continuous data. This property of the city-block distance measure makes it more
suitable and easier to apply for the undertaken research. Hence city-block distance
measure is chosen for developing the proposed approach.
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2.16 Summary

This chapter explored the literature relevant to the issues of dependence between
criteria. The process of data aggregation is a central aspect. The analysis of various
aggregation operators showed that non-additive measures have the ability to model
the dependence between the criteria. The critical analysis of the fuzzy measures
determination methods identified the need of developing a new approach using
similarity-based reasoning. This chapter has laid the theoretical foundation of the
proposed methodology for the fuzzy measure acquisition. Case-based reasoning is
proposed as the tool to implement the proposed methodology. The proposed approach
and its investigation will be presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 Proposed Methodology
3.1 Introduction

Literature analysis suggests that the fuzzy measure determination issue can be
addressed by using a dataset of past precedents. Various methods for determining
fuzzy measures were discussed earlier. The issue of fuzzy measure determination is
complex. It is not only because of the exponential (2n-1) requirement of the fuzzy
measure coefficients, but also because of the issues associated with their pragmatic
determination. In addition to this complexity, the issue of fuzzy measure
determination is subjective as well. This research suggests that similarity-based
reasoning can solve these pragmatic issues associated with these monotonic set
functions. This chapter discusses the proposed methods for fuzzy measure acquisition
in a practical situation. These methods stand as the original contribution of this
research. The proposed methodology can be stated as an approach that applies a data
set consisting cases of past decision problems for determining fuzzy measures and
global evaluation of alternatives in the new decision problem. It is stated earlier that
Case-based reasoning is a suitable methodology for solving new problems using the
solutions of the past problems (Watson 1998). In the context of this research, CBR
can be used for solving a new decision problem based on the past decision problems
and hence it would be useful for fuzzy measure determination. Due to the advantages
of CBR in applying similarity-based reasoning, it is the central aspect in the
development of the proposed approach. The application of similarity-based reasoning
approach relies on past cases. In order to maintain the consistency between the new
decision problem and the past cases, the contextual information about the decision
making scenario is build in the case base (Adomavicius et al. 2005). The
determination of values of fuzzy measures and the subsequent global evaluation of the
alternatives will depend upon the degree to which the contextual information is
incorporated in the case base. In the undertaken research, the contextual information
is represented by the attributes and weights of the attributes. The decisions made in
the past will act a reference for new decision problems. For a recurrent type of
decisions, such case base can be built as the attributes will remain same. Thus, there is
consistency between the data of the new decision problem and the case base in
recurrent or repetitive type of decisions.
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3.2 CBR-based Framework of the Proposed Methodology

CBR involves mapping of the solutions of the past problems to solve the new
problems. There have been few models of CBR. Some models consider CBR as a
five-step problem solving process (Allen 1994). Aamodt and Plaza (1994) introduced
a R4 model, which describes the process using the four Rs. In another model
introduced by Leake (1996), when the CBR system gets a new problem from the user
interface, it normalizes it into a problem description, P0, and then searches the case
base for a prior problem description which is most similar to the current problem
description, p1, that is, P1≈P0. The solution of the retrieved problem description, S1, is
used as the starting point for generating a solution to the new problem S0. The
transformation from a new problem to P0 is case representation; the transformation
process from P0 to P1 is case retrieval, transformation from P1 to S1 is case building
and the transformation process from S1 to S0 is case adaptation. This model is used for
the development of the proposed methodology.
p1
Problem Space

Solution Space

s1

p0

s0

Description of the new problem
to be solved

retrieval searches for the case
with the most similar problem
description

Descriptions of solved problem

adaptation transform the solution of
the most similar problem into
one that fits new circumstances

Solved solutions

transformation from the problem
Space to the solution space

New solution resulting from adaptation
of stored solution

Figure 3.1 Mapping the problem space with case base
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The above representation defines the conceptual foundation behind the development
of the proposed approach. This representation can be analysed into two parts viz. the
problem space and the solution space.
3.2.1 Problem Space

The new decision problem is in the form of MCDM “m x (n+1)” matrix, which
models the evaluation process of given set A of alternatives. “n+1” stands for the
number of criteria and global evaluation of the alternatives. This forms the problem
space where each object is to be evaluated against a set C of criteria. The criteria
satisfactions may be represented by the fuzzy membership functions. Wi represents
the weight of the individual criteria i. The decision maker defines the weights.
However, the importance of the sub-sets of criteria is unknown and hence the global
evaluation of the alternatives is unknown. The problem statement is defined as
follows:
How to acquire the weights of sub-sets of criteria or fuzzy measures for a given set of
criteria in the new decision problem using similar data set? The problem is identified
as the issue of the acquisition of fuzzy measures in practical application.
3.2.2 Solution Space

The solution space is a case-base of the past decision problems. The main interest here
is to use the solution space and adapt it to solve new problem. This process would
involve retrieving the similar case and adapting the case to solve the new problem
(Pal & Shiu 2004). The expected outcome from this solution space will be the fuzzy
measures of the most similar case from the case. These retrieved fuzzy measures will
be adopted or directly applied for solving the new decision problem. The fuzzy
measures will be used in determining the global evaluation of the alternatives.
3.3 Proposed System Model

The proposed system has a repository in the form of cases. This repository consists of
the data about the attributes and their importance in the past similar situation. It also
consists of the global evaluation of the objects in the past decision problems. This
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repository or the case-base is built using the contextual information about the decision
problems.
The decision maker (DM) would provide input to the system in the form of a MCDM
matrix for a new decision. Based on the suggested approach for fuzzy measure
determination, the system would compute the worth of each alternative. These results
are considered as the “first approximation”. DM then validates and confirms the
system results in an interactive manner. The new results are added to the repository
for future problem solving. Thus a learning mechanism is incorporated in the
proposed model. The system learns from its results. The proposed model is shown
below.

Similarity
assessment

MCDM
Matrix

Fuzzy
measure
computation

Input
New Out put
Results

Input
Decision
maker

Choquet
evaluation

Repository

Alternative
evaluation

Results Validation

Figure 3.2 Proposed Schematic model
The proposed model is based on the assumption that the there is consistency between
the data set in the case-base and the new decision problem. This characteristic of the
proposed model makes the decision support system applicable for a class of decision
problems where repetitive decisions are made. This task of building such consistent
case is challenging. This research appreciates the difficulty involved in building a
consistent case-base. It is proposed that this issue can be resolved by using expert
input in case-base construction. This approach of using expert input is considered in
developing the proposed methodology due to the following reasons:
•

Expert input will provide consistent answers for repetitive decision making
problems.
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•

Expert input will help in modeling the contextual information.

•

The case base constructed using expert input will act as an authentic reference
for solving new problems.

•

The expert input-based decision support system can be modified, updated and
expanded readily. There is a trade-off between acquisition of expert input and
quality of the decision support systems as the process of expert input
acquisition can be time consuming. However, the difficulty is acquiring the
expert input is compensated by the simplification of the fuzzy measure
determination.

•

The expert input allows the system to provide an explanation of the reasoning
behind its conclusion, which is necessary to provide the credibility and
confidence that decision maker require before routinely accepting the decision
support.

In figure 3.2, fuzzy measure computation is the important module in evaluating a
given set of alternatives. The repository of the past decision problems can be used for
this computation. Hence fuzzy measure computation based on the similarity
assessment between the new decision problem and the case repository becomes the
key aspect of proposed system. This work applies different computational strategies
for development of this module. It has already been mentioned that case
representation can take various forms. There can be various ways of determining the
case similarity. The case similarity assessment involves assessing the similarity
between the attributes (Leake et al. 1997). In the undertaken problem, the case
similarity is determined based on the individual similarity between the attributes. In
the literature review, it is observed that the widely used similarity measures mainly
focus on determining the similarity between two single attributes (Wagholikar & Deer
2005a). For the undertaken problem of fuzzy measure determination, one approach is
to construct the case-base where an individual attribute represents a sub-set of
attributes in the new decision problem and hence it is equivalent to sub-set of
attributes.
3.4 Similarity Assessment between Attributes

The similarity computation between the attributes can be explained in the following
steps:
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1. Let S = {s1, s2,…….,sk} be the set of similar attributes for a given case. The case
represents the new decision problem. The case base will be build using such cases.
Ws = {ws1, ws2,……,wsk} be the importance of the corresponding attributes in the data
set S for a given case, where k is the number of attributes >1.
Let C = {c1,c2,……..,cn} be the target data set, which are the criteria for a new
decision. This data set forms the new case. From the above set of criteria, let cl be the
sub-set of criteria, where l<n.
2. The similarity between sk and the sub set of attributes c1…n is given as below
m n −1

sim( s k , cl ) = ∑ ∑ sim( s k , cl )
k =1 l =1

l = 1, 2,…,n, m>1,n>1

(3.1)

That is, the similarity between the k-th single attribute from set S and sub-set of
attributes from set C is equal to the algebraic summation of the similarities of
individual elements of the cl with sk.
3.

After this similarity assessment, the fuzzy measure can be modelled as the

importance of the attribute sk, which is the closest attribute from the data set S. Thus
fuzzy measure for a sub-set of attributes c1…n is –
μC= w{max [sim (sk, c1…n)]}

(3.2)

4. Thus using the above result of fuzzy measures, the global evaluation of
alternatives can be computed using fuzzy integral i.e. Choquet integral. Thus the
Choquet evaluation as
n
Chμ= ∑ {f (c (i))– f(c (i-1))} μC

(3.3)

i =1
where μC is the fuzzy measure of the sub-set of criteria obtained as a result of the
similarity computation in eqn (3.2).
The evaluation of R.H.S in eqn (3.1) becomes the central aspect of determination of
similarity and hence eventually the fuzzy measure coefficients. Thus the central
problem in this algorithm is the computation of similarity between a single attribute
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and the sub-set of attributes in the past decision problems. Semantic similarity can be
used to measure the similarity between these attributes.
3.5 Semantic Similarity Computation

Semantic similarity is used to determine the similarity between the terms based on
their semantic content and a given similarity metric (Resnik 1995). There can be
various similarity metrics for measuring the semantic similarity. The semantic
association between the attributes may indicate the similarity between the attributes.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a fully automatic mathematical/statistical
technique for extracting and inferring relations of expected contextual usage of words
in passages of discourse (Landauer et al. 1998). It is not a traditional natural language
processing or artificial intelligence program; it uses no humanly constructed
dictionaries, knowledge bases, semantic networks, grammars, syntactic parsers, or
morphologies, or the like, and takes as its input only raw text parsed into words
defined as unique character strings and separated into meaningful passages or samples
such as sentences or paragraphs.
The first step is to represent the text as a matrix in which each row stands for a unique
word and each column stands for a text passage or other context. Each cell contains
the frequency with which the word of its row appears in the passage denoted by its
column. Next, the cell entries are subjected to a preliminary transformation, whose
details we will describe later, in which each cell frequency is weighted by a function
that expresses both the word’s importance in the particular passage and the degree to
which the word type carries information in the domain of discourse in general. Next,
LSA applies singular value decomposition (SVD) to the matrix. This is a form of
factor analysis, or more properly the mathematical generalization of which factor
analysis is a special case. In SVD, a rectangular matrix is decomposed into the
product of three other matrices. One component matrix describes the original row
entities as vectors of derived orthogonal factor values, another describes the original
column entities in the same way, and the third is a diagonal matrix containing scaling
values such that when the three components are matrix-multiplied, the original matrix
is reconstructed. There is a mathematical proof that any matrix can be so decomposed
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perfectly, using no more factors than the smallest dimension of the original matrix.
When fewer than the necessary number of factors are used, the reconstructed matrix is
a least-squares best fit. One can reduce the dimensionality of the solution simply by
deleting coefficients in the diagonal matrix, ordinarily starting with the smallest. (In
practice, for computational reasons, for very large corpora only a limited number of
dimensions—currently a few thousand— can be constructed). LSA is one approach
for semantic similarity computation. This work introduces a new approach for
semantic similarity computation.
In the undertaken research, similarity between the individual attributes of the new
problem and the given case would determine the similarity of the entire case. The
attribute selection would depend on the context of the problem (Pal & Shiu 2004).
The attributes can have semantic relationship between them. The weight of the
attribute acquired in the past decision problem would represent the fuzzy measure for
the new decision, if this attribute is the most similar attribute from the case-base. It
requires taxonomy of attributes for deriving the semantic relationship between the
attributes.
3.5.1 Assumptions for the approach

The following assumptions are considered for this approach.


The criteria in the new decision problem and the criteria in the case-base are part
of a hierarchical taxonomy.



The criteria in the case base of past decisions are considered as semantically
superior attributes. This means that they exist at a higher node in a hierarchical
taxonomy. These attributes are termed as “super-type” attributes.



The criteria in the new decision problem are semantically related with criteria in
the case-base. They exist at lower nodes in a hierarchical taxonomy than the
super-type attributes. These attributes are termed as “sub-type” attributes.



Weights of the super-type attributes would determine the weights of the sub-sets
of criteria. These weights are acquired from an expert.



In a given decision problem, the decision attributes can be modelled as sub-type
attributes which are semantically related with attributes in the past decision
problem. However, the importance of the attributes in the past decisions is known.
Hence it can be assumed that the semantically similar attributes in the new
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decision problem can have the same importance. In other words, the contextual
information is assumed to be same. This assumption is applicable for repetitive
type of decisions where the attributes do not change. This assumption makes this
approach as the first approximation as discussed earlier.


It is possible to have sub set of attributes in the new decision problem
semantically similar to only one attribute in the case base.

3.6

Fuzzy measure determination using Taxonomical data

The above discussion leads to the investigation of means to determine semantic
similarity. Resnik (1995) suggests various approaches to determine the similarity
between the attributes, which are words or concepts. There are several potential types
of relations. It can be hierarchical (e.g. IS-A or hypernym-hyponym, part-whole etc),
associative (e.g. cause-effect), equivalence (synonymy), etc. Out of these types IS-A
type of association is commonly used. In this association hypernym is a generic word
that is broader than the other words. For example, vehicle represents all the objects
denoted by the words train, automobile, airplane and is therefore hypernym of these
words. In general, hypernym is a word that encompasses the meaning of another
word. Hyponym is a word whose extension is included within that of another word. It
has been suggested and employed to study a special case of semantic relations (Rada
et al. 1989). WordNet (Miller 1990) is used for developing as well as illustrating this
approach.
3.6.1 WordNet

WordNet is an electronic lexical reference system. This system is designed using
current psycholinguistic theories of human lexical memory. English nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs are organised into synonym sets, each representing one
underlying lexical concept. Different relations link the synonym sets. This data set is
considered to be the most important resource available to the researchers in
computational linguistics, text analysis and many areas (Brill 1995; Fellbaum 1998;
Resnik 1998). This data set is used for computing the semantic similarity between two
criteria in MCDM problem. A general structure of the taxonomy in the Wordnet is
shown below.
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Figure 3.3 WordNet hierarchy
The WordNet hierarchy consists of application of polysemy. Polysemy is the
linguistic phenomenon by which a term has more than one meaning. It is widespread
both in oral and written communication, due to a human tendency to make a thrifty
use of linguistic items. Actually, the adoption of an already defined term to convey a
different meaning is a far more common practice than creating complex sentences for
each of the meanings to be expressed. A word is judged to be polysemous if it has two
senses of the word whose meanings are related. Polysemy allows the use of the same
word in different contexts and thus endows language with indispensable flexibility"
(Shanon 1993, 45). Since the vague concept of relatedness is the test for polysemy,
judgements of polysemy can be very difficult to make. Wordnet is full of instances of
polysemy. Therefore a word can have more than one meaning in different taxonomies
for different concepts. Therefore the experimentation of semantic similarity based
computation will consist of word or concept or an object appearing in more than one
hierarchy of concepts. The similarity will not be transitive. However, due to the
polysemy, the attribute in a given decision problem may appear in different concept
hierarchies. This work has considered the polysemy in Wordnet in proposing semantic
similarity based approach for fuzzy measure determination.
3.6.2

Node-based approach for similarity determination

There are two major approaches for semantic similarity determination. The important
feature of this approach is that it computes the semantic similarity between the two
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concepts using the information content shared by them in IS-A type hierarchy (Resnik
1995).
In this approach, a node represents a unique concept consisting a certain amount of
information and an edge represents a direct association between two concepts. The
similarity between two concepts is the extent to which they share information in
common. Each node subsumes one or more sub-nodes in a hierarchy. This
hierarchical structure can be viewed as the association between super-class attributes
and its corresponding sub-class attributes. Graphically it can be represented as below.

Node
Sub-node 1
Sub-node1.1
Sub-node1.1.1

Sub-node 1.2

Sub-Node1.1.2 Sub-Node1.2.1

Sub-node 1.2.2

Figure 3.4 IS-A type hierarchy
According to the information theory (Shanon and Weaver 1963), the information
content (IC) of a concept can be quantified as IC ( c ) = − log P ( c ) , where P (c) is the
probability of encountering an instance of concept C. This probability is monotonic
and for a top node in the hierarchy the information content is 0 (Lin 1998). Based on
this information theory, the similarity between the concepts c1 and c2 is given by the
following expression.
sim(c1 , c2 ) =

Where

sup(c1, c2 ) is

max

[ IC (c)] =

c∈Sup(c1 ,c2 )

max

[− log p(c)]

(3.4)

c∈Sup(c1 ,c2 )

the set of concepts that subsume both c1 and c2 .

This is the similarity between the concepts. The word similarity is given as below
sim ( w 1 , w 2 ) =

max

c 1 ∈ sen ( w 1 ) c 2 ∈ sen ( w 2 )

[ sim ( c1 , c 2 )]

Where sen(w) denotes the set of possible cases for word w.
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(3.5)

The results from the above expression can be substituted in eqn (3.1) and thus the
overall similarity between the two attributes can be computed. From this proposed
computation, it is clear that the probability of encountering an instance of a concept in
a given taxonomy is the measure of determining the similarity between the two
concepts. This probability can be computed as below.
p (c ) =

f (c )
N

(3.6)

Where f (c) = frequency of instance and N = Total number of senses for a word.
The given taxonomy can be classified into classes and concepts for implementing the
above approach. Words are the instances of the concepts in a given hierarchy. Classes
can also be considered as the set of possible senses that the word w is contained. This
approach can be illustrated by constructing a sample data set. A simple data set of 3
attributes for a car selection problem is considered.
3.6.2.1 Illustration

Consider the following Car selection problem.
Table 3.1 Data Set for Node-based similarity computation
Power

Price

Comfort

Weights

0.4

0.3

0.3

Car A

0.4

0.5

0.2

Car B

0.6

0.7

0.9

Car C

0.4

0.3

0.9

Car D

0.8

0.7

0.2

In the above car decision problem, criteria are interactive. A case base of past decision
problems is constructed. The attributes in the case base are semantically related with
the attributes in the new decision problem. The attributes in this case base are the
super-type attributes. The case base will consist of the set of criteria {Economy,
Convenience, Value}. The decision maker assigns the corresponding weights of these
criteria in the past decision problems. For this illustration, the following case base is
constructed.
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Table 3.2 Sample Case Base
Economy

Convenience

Utility

Case 1

0.4

0.3

0.3

Case 2

0.5

0.2

0.3

Case 3

0.2

0.2

0.6

Case 4

0.3

0.5

0.2

A hierarchical taxonomy for the chosen criteria in the case base and new decision
problem was constructed. Hypernyms in the word net are used for constructing the
case base. Sample taxonomy between a super-type attribute in the case base and
decision attributes in the new problem is shown below. The taxonomy for the
semantically related attributes is considered. In the following taxonomy, the sub-type
attributes are constructed in such a way that there exists a semantic relationship
between the super-type attributes. The super-type attributes from the case base are at a
higher level in the taxonomy. The possible senses of the super-type attributes were
analysed. The sub-type attribute, which is one of the possible senses for the super-type
attribute, is used for building this taxonomy.
Economy & Price
Object

Economy & Power

Economy & Comfort

Object

Economy

Economy

Object
Economy

Saving
Price
Figure 3.5 Taxonomy of the attributes
The similarity between Economy and power is zero. The similarity between Economy
and comfort is zero as there are no instances of these attributes in the hierarchical
taxonomy. Such taxonomies were constructed for other super-type attributes in the
case base. The similarity computation can be summarised below.
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Table 3.3 Information based similarity computation
Attribute

F(c)

N

P(c)

Log p(c)

Economy

1

4

0.25

-0.60

Convenience

1

4

0.25

-0.60

Utility

1

6

0.17

-0.77

Price

1

7

0.14

-0.84

Comfort

1

4

0.25

-0.60

Power

1

9

0.11

-0.95

As per the proposed similarity computation, the similarity between a super attribute
and a sub-set of attributes from the new decision problem is the algebraic summation
of the individual similarities. The similarity computation is shown below.
Table 3.4 Node-based similarity computations
{price, comfort}
{comfort, power}
{price, power}

Utility
0.75
0.6
0.5

Convenience
0.6
0.8
0.7

Economy
0.8
0.7
0.65

From the above table, it can be observed that the sub-set of price and comfort is
semantically similar to ‘Economy’. Hence the weight given to this attribute in the past
cases determines the importance of this sub-set. The computed fuzzy measure is the
average value of the weight given to the semantically similar attribute in all the past
cases. The computed fuzzy measures for each subset are as below.

μ

price , comfort

= 0 . 35

μ price , power = 0 .30
μ power,comfort = 0.30

Based on the above fuzzy measures the global evaluation of the cars is as below.
Table 3.5 Evaluation of cars
Cars

Global Evaluation

Car A

0.305

Car B

0.705

Car C

0.51

Car D

0.835
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From the above results it can be observed that the ranking of the cars is in accordance
with the criteria scores. Cars having higher criteria scores are ranked higher than cars
having medium and low criteria scores. This result illustrates the information contentbased similarity approach for fuzzy measures determination. The ranking of Car D
can be argued here. Car D does not outscore Car B on all criteria. Car B scores higher
than Car D on the ‘comfort’ criterion. A decision maker with conjunctive behaviour
may prefer an alternative with higher scores on all criteria. This result shows that
there is still a scope for applying another approach for semantic similarity
computation for this research.
3.6.3 Edge-based Distance Approach

This is another approach for determining the semantic similarity between the criteria
(Resnik 2003). This approach estimates the distance between the nodes which
correspond to concepts / classes being compared for a given taxonomy (Jiang 1997).
The geometric distance between the nodes, representing the concepts, can
conveniently measure the conceptual distance. The semantic similarity is given as
sim( w1 , w2 ) = 2d max −

min

c1 ∈sen ( w1 ) c 2 ∈sen ( w2 )

len(c1 , c2 )

(3.7)

where dmax = depth of the taxonomy
len = path length of the attribute in a hierarchical taxonomy.
c1 = super type attribute
c2 = sub type attribute
Path length is the distance of the current node from the topmost node in the
hierarchical taxonomy. The definition of edge-based similarity is applied in the
context of the undertaken research problem. Accordingly, the super attribute will have
a shorter path length than the sub-attributes. The path length of super-type attributes
determines the similarity between the two attributes.
3.6.3.1 Illustration

The following data set is used. The attribute weights are normalised. The weights and
the scores or evaluation of each alternative against each attribute are represented in
the scale {0,1}.
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Table 3.6: Cars evaluation
Price Comfort Power
Weights- 0.4
0.3
0.3
Car A
Car B
Car C
Car D

0.6
0.9
0.7
0.8

0.8
0.6
0.8
0.5

0.4
0.8
0.6
0.6

Based on that data set, the path lengths are calculated as follows.
Table 3.7 Attribute’s path length
Attribute

dmax

Len

Economy

4

2

Convenience

4

2

Utility

6

2

Price

7

1

Comfort

4

3

Power

9

2

The similarity calculation as per the eqn. 3.7 is as shown below.
Table 3.8 Edge-based similarity computation
Utility
0.7
0.6
0.8

{price, comfort}
{comfort, power}
{price, power}

Convenience
0.8
0.5
0.9

Economy
0.7
0.7
0.5

The computed fuzzy measure is the average value of the weight given to the
semantically similar attribute in all the past cases as per the sample case in Table 3.2.
The fuzzy measures are as below.
μ price, comfort = 0.3
μ comfort , power = 0.35
μ price, power = 0.3

By using the above similarity assessment and the data in Table 3.6, the following
global evaluations were obtained.
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Table 3.9 Edge-based similarity results
Price Comfort Power Global
Evaluation
Weights- 0.4
0.3
0.3
Car A
Car B
Car C
Car D

0.6
0.9
0.7
0.8

0.8
0.6
0.8
0.5

0.4
0.8
0.6
0.6

0.52
0.70
0.66
0.595

From the global evaluations of the cars, it can be observed that the results are largely
acceptable as the worth of car B scoring high on the price and relatively high on
comfort and space is maximum.
3.7 Discussion


The semantic similarity based approaches are illustrated with a sample data set.
The results given by these two approaches vary. The two approaches give a
different preference order of the alternatives. The results mainly depend upon the
definition of the hierarchical taxonomy. However, in a practical setting, it is
difficult to build customized hierarchical taxonomy, as each decision problem
would normally involve a different set of attributes. Wordnet provides a standard
hierarchy of words. It does not provide similarity between the concepts.



These approaches do not consider any agreement of the results with the decision
maker. Such approaches might be implemented in an interactive manner. Hence it
is worthwhile to develop another approach that can address these issues.

3.8 Determination of Fuzzy Measures by Solving Linear Systems

In the previous section, an approach based on the semantic similarity between the
words or concepts was discussed. Another approach that is based on the same notion
of using past cases is investigated. It is based on an assumption that the global
evaluation of the alternatives in the past is equal to the global evaluation for the new
decision problem. This approach is described in the following steps.
1. Consider the problem where a case base is built for a given decision problem. The
case base consists of different past decision problems and its solution.
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2. After the similarity computation, the most similar cases are retrieved and its
corresponding global evaluation is used for computing the fuzzy measures in the
new decision problem.
3. This forms the linear systems of equations as below.
a11x1+a12x2+a13x3+……..+ a1nxn= b1
a21x1+a22x2+a23x3+……..+ a2nxn= b2
a31x1+a32x2+a33x3+……..+ a3nxn= b3
a41x1+a42x2+a43x3+……..+ a4nxn= b4
an1x1+an2x2+an3x3+…….. + annxn= bn

(3.8)

The above system can be represented in the matrix form as AX=B, where A is the
square matrix of criteria evaluations, X is the column vector of fuzzy measure
coefficients and B is the column matrix of global evaluations of alternatives.
3.8.1 Case Representation

In this approach it is assumed that the case representation is of the same form as the
target problem. The case base consists of a set C of criteria or attributes {c1,
c2,…….,cn} for a given set of cases. The case base also stores the global evaluation of
the alternatives. This global evaluation is computed in the past decision problems. The
attribute values are their absolute values. This case base can be represented as below.
Table 3.10. Absolute value based case representation
c1

c2

c3

c4

…….cn

Global
Evaluation

Case 1

x11

X12

x13

x14

………x1n

g1

Case 2

x21

X22

x23

x24

………x2n

g2

Case 3

x31

X32

x33

x34

………x3n

g3

Case 4

..

..

..

..

..

..

…

..

..

..

..

..

..

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Case n

xm1

xm2

xm3

xm4

xmn

gm
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3.8.2 Similarity Measurement

In this approach, Manhattan or City-block distance is used for determining the case
similarity. As defined earlier, Manhattan distance measure determines the similarity
by computing the difference in absolute values of the attributes.
3.8.3 Determination of Fuzzy Measure Coefficients

After the most similar case is retrieved, its global evaluation can be applied to the
problem of fuzzy measure determination. It is assumed that the global evaluation of
the similar cases is equal to the global evaluation of the target case. This results into
formation of a linear system of the form AX=B, where X is the column vector of
fuzzy measures, A is the matrix of the coefficients and B is the column vector of
global evaluations.
Solution of the above system would result in the set of fuzzy measure coefficients.
However, obtaining the solution of the above system is not an easy task. In order to
find X= A-1B, A must be a square matrix. If the system is a non-square system then a
matrix can be converted into a square matrix by introducing certain dummy variables.
Iterative methods can also be used for a non-square system. Iterative methods tend to
solve the problem by determining successive approximations to the solution starting
from an initial guess. Preconditioning of a matrix is an iteration method that can be
applied for solving a non-square system (Pan et al. 2005). Increasingly more accurate
approximate solutions are obtained by iteratively correcting the available
approximations. Effective corrections are usually obtained by solving an appropriate
nearby system exactly. In contrast to the original system, this nearby system should be
efficiently solvable. This approach is called preconditioning. The ‘preconditioner’
forms the nearby system (Saad 1996). According to this approach, if there is a system
of equations as AX = B, then construct a matrix B-1 that approximates matrix A. A is
symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix. This system can then be converted to a
system of the following form using a pre-conditioning matrix.
B-1AX = b B-1
By using this pre-conditioner matrix, coefficients of X can be determined. However,
there are certain conditions for the construction of pre-conditioner matrix. They are –
a. Product B-1A must be close to the identity.
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b. B should be easily inverted (for instance, B is a diagonal or triangular matrix)
c. The pre-conditioned system is solved easily and faster than the original
system.
The construction of the pre-conditioned matrix is a subjective issue associated with
this approach. The pre-conditioned matrices are used in iterative methods. In this
problem, the solution for the above system exists only when the system is a square
system. This approach can be illustrated by the following example.
Table 3.11 Case base of the past decisions for linear systems
Price

Power

Comfort

0.3

0.2

0.3

Case 1

$25000

1000

Good

0.89

Case 2

$30000

1500

OK

0.7

Case 3

$25000

1000

OK

0.6

Case 4

$20000

1200

Good

0.7

Weights

Global Evaluation

The above data set is about the past decisions. The data set for the new decision
problem is shown below.
Table 3.12 Data set for new decision problem
Price

Power

Comfort

Weights

0.4

0.3

0.3

Car A

0.4

0.6

0.3

Car B

0.4

0.6

0.5

Car C

0.5

0.6

0.7

Car D

0.4

0.3

0.3

The above dataset was used for computing the similarity using SPSS for windows. It
is assumed that the global evaluation from the past decisions will be approximately
same for the alternatives in the new decision problem. From the similarity
assessments using City-block distance measure, the following results were obtained.
Global evaluation of Car A = Global evaluation of Case 1
Global evaluation of Car B = Global evaluation of Case 2
Global evaluation of Car C = Global Evaluation of Case 3
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Global evaluation of Car D = Global Evaluation of Case 4
The above equalities result into the linear system of equations of the form AX = B.
After solving this linear system using matrix method, the following 2-order fuzzy
measure coefficients were obtained.
μ Pr ice, Comfort

μ price, power

= 0.4
= 0.4

μ Power , Comfort = 0.59

Thus the result of alternative evaluation for the car selection problem is as shown
below.
Table 3.13 Global evaluation by the linear system
Alternative

Global Evaluation

Car A

0.4

Car B

0.489

Car C

0.589

Car D

0.34

3.8.4 Analysis

From the results of this approach, it is clear that this approach is applicable for fuzzy
measure determination only under certain conditions. The applicability of this
approach depends upon its dimensions. If it is a non-square system, then there is
difficulty in solving the linear system. This approach for fuzzy measure determination
is applicable in case of a square system only. Hence an approach, which allows
determination of fuzzy measures empirically and interactively is suggested.
3.9 Experimental Elicitation of Fuzzy Measures

The purpose of any DSS is to help the decision maker choose the best course of action
(Sefion et al. 2003). Sometimes “best” can be interpreted numerically such as the
highest return on investment, the lowest cost for a required capacity, and the highest
score on a weighted combination of factors. The approaches developed so far address
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the issue of fuzzy measure determination. As mentioned earlier, there exists
subjectivity in determining the fuzzy measure coefficients. The issue of subjectivity
can be handled if the fuzzy measures are directly elicited from the decision maker.
Such approach directly validates the system results.
3.9.1 Interactive model

The interactive model is another approach applicable in case of fuzzy measures. For
building a decision support system for practical applications, interactive models of
decision support systems can be effective (Sharda et al. 1988). Interactive models
require decision maker’s input for evaluating the alternatives.

3.9.2 Proposed Approach

This is a two-phase approach. The first phase is to determine fuzzy measures using a
given case-base. The second phase is to elicit the fuzzy measures from the decision
maker and thus validate the results obtained in the first phase. The attributes or
criteria in the case base have absolute values. The model is presented in the following
text.
3.9.2.1 Phase I

1. Let C = {C1 , C 2 ,........, C n } be the set of criteria against which a set A of alternatives
{ A1 , A2 ,......... , An } is to be evaluated. The individual weights Wi on the criteria are

elicited from the decision maker such that

n

∑ wi = 1

.

i =1

For the above decision problem, a case-base is constructed in the following form.
i) The set of attributes are identical to the new decision problem or target problem.
ii) Absolute values of each attribute.
iii) A set of individual weights defined by the decision maker at the previous
instance of making a decision.
iv) A set S of fuzzy measure coefficients defined at the previous instance of
decision-making. It is assumed that this knowledge acquisition is done through
an expert or decision maker who is able to tell the importance of sub-set of
criteria and nature of interaction between the criteria in the past decisions.
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v) Global evaluation of the object obtained by using the Choquet integral and the
fuzzy measure coefficients obtained from the experts.
2. After constructing the above data set, the similarity of the cases w.r.t to the new
decision problem is determined using Manhattan distance measure. The similarity
between a pair of attributes is computed as
n

d ij = ∑ | xik − x jk |

(3.9)

k =1

Where xik and xjk are the values of the attribute for attribute k, for i, j = 1,2,……,n. For
computing the similarity, the distance values should be normalized in the range [0,1]
by the maximum distance d max . For every value of k, the global similarity will be
calculated by simple weighted average of the local similarities of the given attributes.
Thus distance between the cases is given as
n

d (Caset , Caseu ) =

∑w d
k =1
n

k

∑w
k =1

ij

(3.10)

k

wk is the weight of the kth criteria or attribute in the new decision problem.
Based on this distance, the similarity is calculated as
Sim ( Case t , Case u ) = 1 − d ( Case t , Case u )

(3.11)

Where Case t = Target case i.e. the new decision problem & Case u = Case from the
case library i.e. past decision problems.
3. After such similarity computation the case with maximum similarity would be
retrieved and the values of the fuzzy measures would be considered for solving the
new decision problem. However, the decision maker is likely to have different
importance values. Hence using a direct rating method (Bilgic 1997), an Importance
scale is designed to elicit the new fuzzy measure coefficients from the decision maker.
3.9.2.2 Phase II

The importance scale is designed to ask the decision maker about the importance of
sub-set of criteria. The decision maker can directly rate the sub-set of criteria in a
range between 0 and 1. This scale is derived from AHP and application of AHP (Satty
1980; Thirumalaivasan 2001).
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The values in this scale represent all the possible levels of decision maker’s
agreement. These values would represent the values of the importance of the sub-sets
in a given decision problem. These values will model the fuzzy measures in the given
decision problem. The values are defined in such a way that the decision maker is able
to express the agreement easily. This scale confirms the agreement of the decision
maker. The designed scale is shown below.

Table 3.14: Importance Scale
Sub-set is

Extremely

0

Less

Highly

0.1

important

Very

0.2

Strongly

0.3

Moderately

0.4

Equally

0.5

Sub-set is

Moderately

0.6

More

Strongly

0.7

important

Very

0.8

Highly

0.9

Extremely

1

Based on this scale, the new fuzzy measures can be elicited from the decision maker.
The fuzzy measures elicited through the agreement of the decision maker with the
values elicited from this experiment and the values given by the similarity
computation can be considered as the measure of performance of the proposed system
(Wagholikar & Deer 2006a). The above approach can be illustrated using the
following sample data set.
3.9.3

Illustration

The following is a classic car selection problem where the following data is assumed.
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Table 3.15. Sample Data set for car selection problem
WeightÆ

Price

Power

Comfort

0.4

0.3

0.3

Car A

$30,000

0.6

2000 0.8 Good

0.8

Car B

$25,000

0.7

1000 0.6

OK

0.7

Car C

$20,000

0.8

1500 0.7

OK

0.7

Car D

$35,000

0.5

2500 0.5

Very

0.9

good

For the above data set, the following case-base is constructed. The criteria evaluations
are shown in the column next to the absolute value of each criterion. The criteria
evaluations are obtained from the expert. Different experts assigned the criteria scores
in these past cases. In this case construction, the scores given by the experts on the
same criteria with different absolute values were same. This was due to the
subjectivity in assessing criteria scores. It is assumed that the decision maker is
interested in a budget car. A higher criteria weight models this preference. For the
above decision problem, a sample case base is constructed. The sample case base is
shown in the following table. As discussed earlier, the case base is built using expert
input. The expert input is represented in the form of criteria scores. The illustration
involves 3 most important criteria for the decision maker. The small dimension of the
problem space do not change the way in which the fuzzy measures are acquired using
the proposed approach. It is acknowledged that the larger dimension of problem space
will require more expert input and thus forms a trade-off between acquiring criteria
scores from the experts and computing fuzzy measures in a simple way. This basic
idea is the key driver behind the development of this approach. The attribute values
are the absolute values and the criteria scores are represented in a binary scale.
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Table 3.16. Sample Case base of past decisions
Price

Power

Comfort

Global
Evaluation

Case1

$40,000

0.8

3000

0.9

Very

0.7

0.82

good
Case2

$35,000

0.7

2000

0.6

Good

0.6

0.66

Case3

$45,000

0.7

3000

0.6

Very

0.7

0.665

good
Case4

$20,000

0.6

1500

0.5

Good

0.5

0.575

Case5

$24,000

0.7

1300

0.6

Good

0.7

0.68

Case6

$29,990

0.6

1400

0.7

Good

0.7

0.68

Case7

$32,250

0.5

1600

0.6

Very

0.8

0.643

Good
Case8

$14,990

0.8

1200

0.7

Ok

0.6

0.72

Case9

$16,990

0.8

1200

0.7

Good

0.8

0.77

Case10

$19,990

0.8

1300

0.6

Good

0.8

0.74

Case base of past fuzzy measure values will be in the form of a vector of dimension j
x k where j is the number of cases and k is 2n-1 fuzzy measure coefficients. The case
base for this data set would be represented as a tuple C= [Casei, {k1, k2,.…., k2n-1}].
This sample data set is built using Microsoft Access DBMS and SPSS. This
developmental tool is chosen due to its simplicity and smaller scale of the application.
After performing the similarity computations using SPSS for Windows, the following
results were obtained. The four, most similar cases were retrieved out of the given
case base.
Table 3.17: Proximity Matrix - SPSS output for Case dissimilarity
Absolute City Block Distance
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Car A

0.721

1.00

0.488

0.744

Car B

0.442

0.721

0.209

0.977

Car C

.0.442

0.721

0.209

0.977

Car D

.0.808

1.0

0.615

0.404

This is a similarity matrix in the range 0 to 1, ranging from most dissimilar cases to
most similar cases respectively. Thus, Car A is most similar to Case 2. Hence for
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computing the worth of Car A, the default values of the fuzzy measures applied in
case 2 could be used for evaluating worth of the car A. Similarly,
Car B is most similar to Case 4
Car C is most similar to Case 4
Car D is most similar to Case 2
As mentioned earlier, the fuzzy measure coefficients for the above similar cases are
stored in the case repository. Thus the same fuzzy measure coefficients are used for
computing the global evaluations of cars in the new decision problem. Based on the
above similarities and corresponding fuzzy measures of the similar cases, the global
evaluations of all the cars is given by the proposed case-based decision support
system.
Table 3.18. Car Evaluations
Alternatives Global Evaluations
Car A

0.76

Car C

0.74

Car B

0.68

Car D

0.62

By visual observation of the data in Table 3.15 and the results in table 3.18, this
preference order is intuitive. Now, to test the above result and agreement of the
decision makers, the fuzzy measures are elicited from the decision makers. For this a
theoretical experimentation was performed with 10 decision makers using the
proposed importance scale. The fuzzy measures were elicited from the decision
makers. These fuzzy measures were used for computing the global evaluations using
Choquet integral. Accordingly, the theoretical results of this experimentation are as
follows.
Table 3.19 Evaluations based on decision maker’s input
Alternatives

Global Evaluation using Importance scale

Car A

0.78

Car C

0.77

Car D

0.77

Car B

0.68
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From the above results, it can be observed that the decision maker had ranked only car
C and D equally. Other evaluations are same as the system’s evaluations using the
default case-base. Hence the system results are in an approximate agreement with the
decision maker. This illustrates the efficacy of the proposed decision support system.
3.9.4 Evaluation of the proposed system

There can be various ways of evaluating a decision support system.
i. If the system is built using data, information and knowledge from one set of
situations, then it can be evaluated using an independent set of data (Priya 2001;
Rice & Cochr 1984). When a data-driven model is a significant part of the decision
support system, sometimes the data can be randomly separated into two parts, one
for model development and one for validation (Haberlandt et al. 2002).
ii. When the decision support system is not data-based but rather knowledge-based,
then it can be empirically evaluated using outputs from the system against a historic
data set (Sprague & Carlson 1982). This does assume that the logic underlying the
system is constant over time.
The proposed system follows a data-driven model. Hence it can be evaluated using
the 2nd strategy in the above options where data in the first phase is used for model
development and the data in the second phase is used for validation of the system. The
difference in values of the fuzzy measures obtained in both the phases verifies the
results of the proposed system. The results can be verified with an allowable variation
between the similarity based fuzzy measure values and the values elicited from the
decision maker.
3.9.4.1 Experimental Evaluation of the proposed interactive model

The proposed model can be evaluated empirically. Empirical evaluation of a decision
support system can be done through experiments (Cohen 1995). For the undertaken
research there is no standard data against which the results can be compared (Blake &
Mertz 1998). The experimental evaluation methods can be used when there exists a
high level of subjectivity in the problem domain and hence the solution.
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3.9.4.2 Manipulation Experiments

The manipulation experiments test hypotheses about casual influences of factors by
manipulating them and noting effects of the same on the output. The results of the
proposed system can be evaluated by observing the preference structure of the
alternatives given by the system and preference computed based on fuzzy measures
elicited from the decision maker. Theoretical experiments were performed with a set
of 10 respondents. Objective of the experiment was to determine the deviation
between the preference order given by the system and the user’s preference order.
Table 3.20 Evaluation of the approach
Alternative

System

No of

Ranking Respondents

No of respondents
disagreed

Agreed
Car A

1

10

0

Car B

3

8

2

Car C

2

7

3

Car D

4

6

4

The deviation was computed based on the individual ranking of the alternatives.
3.10

Summary

This chapter presented the proposed methods to solve the problem of fuzzy measure
acquisition. This investigation concludes that interactive model of fuzzy measure
determination is a suitable approach for pragmatic acquisition of the fuzzy measures.
This approach can be implemented in a case-based decision support system. The next
chapter discusses the implementation of the proposed approach in a case-based
decision support system. A more detailed evaluation of the proposed methodology
will be presented in the following chapters. A comparative analysis of the proposed
approach will be used for evaluating the results of the proposed approach.
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Chapter 4 Experimental Results
4.1 Introduction

This work has proposed a two-phase approach for acquisition of fuzzy measures. The
approach was illustrated with an example. This chapter discusses the implementation
of the proposed methodology in an interactive case-based decision support system.
This discussion will illustrate applicability of the proposed methodology in solving
practical problems. This system illustrates the proposed model with a sample data set.
The results obtained through an experimental implementation of the model will be
discussed in this chapter.
4.2 Proposed System Development Cycle

The proposed approach can be applied in a practical application in the following
cycle. This is a general representation of the proposed system for a given decision
problem. A case base for any given decision problem can be constructed. The
problems are represented in a MCDM matrix. The case base will be constructed in the
same form as the new decision problem.

Retaining the solution

Case
Base

Determining
Global Evaluation
Similarity Computation
Elicited fuzzy measures
Interaction with the
decision maker
Computed Fuzzy Measures

Most Similar case

New Fuzzy Measure
Computation

Case
Retrieval

Figure 4.1 Proposed System Development Cycle
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The above figure shows various phases of the proposed decision support system. A
case base of past decision problems is constructed. The most similar case from the
case base is retrieved using the city-block distance metric. This case is then used for
the fuzzy measure determination. The system then interacts with the decision maker
and elicits agreement of the decision maker on the fuzzy measure coefficients. The
proposed importance scale is used for elicitation of the fuzzy measures from the
decision maker. The global evaluation of the alternatives is then computed using the
above fuzzy measures. The solutions are retained in the system for future problem
solving. The system learns with every new decision problem. The case-base is
continuously updated with the solutions of the decision problems. The initial case
base is built using the expert’s feedback about the past decision problems.
4.2.1 Case Construction

The case will consist of a problem description and a solution description. The problem
description describes the state of the world when the case occurred while the solution
description states the derived solution to that problem.
The case will consist description of the car selection problem in the form of attribute
values. The solution description consists of global evaluation of each car and fuzzy
measures values for each car. This can be represented as n-tuples of completely or
incompletely described attribute values (Plaza et al. 1996). This set of attributes being
divided in two non-empty dis-joint subsets: the sub-set of problem description
attributes and the sub-set of solution description attributes denoted by P and S
respectively (Banerjee et. al 1998; Dubois et al. 1999).
The case for a given car selection problem P is represented in the proposed system as
C p = ( p1 , p 2 ,........ p k ; s1 , s 2 ,........, s k ) , where

p = { p1 , p 2 ,......, p k } is a k-tuple

standing for a car selection attributes. s = {s1 , s 2 ,......... , s n − k } is an n-k tuple, which
represents the corresponding solution description. This consists fuzzy measure values
acquired from the expert in the previous cases and the global evaluation of the cars.
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Assume that a finite set C of known cases is given. Thus, the case base is denoted as
Cp = (P, S). A new problem description denoted by Po, for which the values of all
attributes belonging to P are given. Then the proposed system estimates the values So
of the attributes in S. This representation is the same as the relational data model
(Rosenzweig & Silvestrova 2000; Ullman 1997). Hence this case base can be
implemented using relational database technology. The following table shows the
case representation for the proposed system using sample data. The case base is built
using MS-Access RDBMS. It consists of attributes and their absolute values along
with the attribute weights. The solution part consists of fuzzy measure values and
global evaluation of the alternative. The global evaluation is stored as a part of
historical data. It is not used for similarity computation. The absolute values of the
criteria or attributes are used for similarity computation.
Table 4.1 Sample case representation
Car_Id

1

Features
Price

$25,000

Power

1500

Comfort

Good

Wprice

0.4

Wpower

0.3

Wcomfort

0.3

Solution
Global

0.7

Evaluation

μ price, power

0.4

μ price,comfort

0.8

μ power ,comfort

0.6

4.2.2. Case Indexing

Case indexing (CI) is the method used to store the cases in the case-base. Like
database systems, the proposed CBR system also uses indexes to speed up retrieval in
the case base (Watson 1997). Information within a case in the case base is of two
types:


Indexed information that is used for retrieval
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Un-indexed information that may provide contextual information of value to
the user but not to be used directly in retrieval. The global evaluation is
considered as a part of the contextual information.

The process of case indexing is one of assigning labels to the case when entered in the
case base to ensure its retrieval at the appropriate moment (Watson & Marir 1994).
There are many different techniques available to index cases; such as choosing
indexes using similarity and explanation-based methods and indexing vocabularies as
well as using features and dimension of cases (Pal & Mitra 1992; Watson 1997). Case
indexing can be done on a commonly used attribute. Price was chosen as the most
commonly used attribute for this illustration. Using this attribute, the case base CB
can be classified into 3 sub-classes i.e. CB ={CB1, CB2, CB3}. The main reason for
this classification is simply to reduce the search space. When a new case is added, it
would belong to one of these sub-classes. This hierarchical indexing structure is
shown below.

CB

CB1
Low Price

CB2
Medium Price

CB3
High Price

Figure 4.2 Case Indexing
In the proposed system, case indexing will certainly affect the system results with
increasing number of cases as the case-base continues to grow. Case indexing is
important for managing the time complexities for a larger data set. For a prototype of
the proposed system the case indexing does not make any significant difference to the
values of the fuzzy measures. It was considered only for faster case retrieval.
4.2.3 Similarity Computation

After constructing the case-base for the system, the most similar case was determined
from the case base. This similarity computation also calculates the fuzzy measures for
the new problem po.
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In this module, case retrieval is of primary importance to the overall effectiveness of
the proposed system. This is mainly due to 

Retrieving the case ensures the best solution within the system’s capability



Retrieving the cases includes similarity computation and difference between
the input problem and the retrieved cases. The subsequent modification uses
this computation as a basis.

Case retrieval is the process of finding the closest case within the case-base. Case
retrieval starts with a partial problem description and ends when a best matching
previous case, in which the problem description is most similar to the current problem
description has been found (Pal 2004).
When the problem description is given, the retrieval algorithm, using the indexes,
retrieves the cases with the most similar problem(s) to the current problem
description. The retrieval algorithm relies heavily on the indexes and the structure and
organization of the case base to direct search to appropriate cases. In the undertaken
research question, the new case is the alternative out of the given set of alternatives
A= {a1,a2,…..,an}. The retrieval algorithm uses the indexing structure defined in the
earlier section where “price” was chosen as the index for the data set. The retrieval
algorithm begins with locating the input case into the given sub-classes.
1. Starting from i =1, select one case ej randomly from class Ci.
2. Compare the feature value of “price” for the new case enew i.e. the alternative
in set A and the case ej from the case library.
3. If the two values are identical, enew ∈ C i , else i=i+1; go to step 1.
4. Repeat steps 1,2, and 3 until enew belongs to some class Ci.
Figure 4.3 Algorithm for the case retrieval
Now, similar cases must be determined using a similarity measure. The similarity is
computed using following steps.
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1. For each case from the particular sub-class Ci, the decision alternative in the new
problem is compared. If enew belongs to ci, for each case ei calculate the degree of
similarity between enew and ei. Manhattan distance metric is used for computing
the similarity. In general terms, similarity is computed as below.
Sim(ei,enew)=common/ common + different

(4.1)

i. Rank the cases by similarity measure computed in step 1.
ii. Choose cases such as e1,e2,………,ek from Ci which are most similar to
enew i.e. sim(enew,ei)=max{Sim(enew,ek), ek ∈ Ci}
2.

The similar cases are ranked.

3.

The case with maximum similarity is retrieved.

i=1,2,……..,k.

4.2.4 Fuzzy Measure Computation

After a matching case is retrieved, the system adapts the solution stored in the
retrieved case to fulfil the needs of the current case. In the proposed system, the stored
solution will consist of fuzzy measure values. The following algorithm used to carry
out the task of case adaptation.
Step 1. Group the retrieved cases (which are most similar to the present case in the
case library) based on their solution value into several categories. The solution value
is the fuzzy measure value stored in the system.
Step 2: Count the number of cases retrieved in each category Ci (i=1,2,……,m) and
record them as n1,n2,…..,nm.
Step 3: Choose category Ci for which ni=max{n1,n2,….,nm}, take the average value b
Step 4: If there is only one category then the solution to the present case, the solution
from the stored case can be applied directly. If there are several cases in the given
category, then take the average value b defined by
b = ai1+ ai2+ …+ aik

(4.2)

k
as the solution to the present case, where ai1+ ai2+ …+ aik are the values of the global
evaluations. Once an adapted solution is obtained, its validity should be tested in
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reality. Hence the decision maker will be asked if the solution is acceptable. If it is
acceptable, the performance of this CBR system can then be improved by adding this
new case record.
4.2.5 Agreement of the decision maker

The decision maker is asked about the validity of the solution. This process is carried
out using the proposed importance scale discussed earlier. The agreement of the
decision maker with the system computed fuzzy measure values is used for evaluation
of the system.
4.3 Development of the System Prototype

Based on the above modules the proposed system is developed. This system is
developed using relational database technology and SPSS. SPSS is used for similarity
computation between the case-base and the new decision problem. The important
aspects of the proposed system are discussed next.
4.3.1 Data Set

The data set comprises of the case-base of the past cases and a new decision problem.
The data for the new decision problem is same as the data in table 3.15. The data
about the decision problem mentioned in the earlier illustration is used for the
development of the proposed system. The case base is built at a larger scale than
mentioned in the earlier illustration. The case base comprises of 100 cases, which
involves evaluations of 100 cars. The problem in validating this application is the lack
of a standard data set (Wagholikar & Deer 2005b). Hence a customized data set is
built. It is assumed that an expert in the past does the object evaluation. The global
evaluation of the objects is stored in the case base. The global evaluation and the
fuzzy measures applied in the past decision problems forms the solution part in this
model.
4.3.2 Sample Data Set

Based on the above case representation the data set is as below. This data set is built
using SPSS. The following data set shows 10 cases. A case-base with 100 such cases
was built for the proposed case-based decision support system. The attribute values
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are represented in absolute scale. The values are numeric as well as linguistic. Such
values are chosen so that the decision maker can easily assign the scores to the criteria
for a given alternatives.
Table 4.2 Sample case for the proposed system
Case
ID

Price

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

$30,000
$25,000
$20,000
$35,000
$25,000
$24,000
$30,000
$35,000
$45,000
$50,000

Power

2000
1000
1500
2000
1200
1300
1500
1400
2500
2500

μ

Comfort

OK
Good
OK
Very good
OK
Good
Ok
Good
Very Good
Very Good

μ

1

0.7
0.6
0.8
0.85
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.75
0.9
0.85

2

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

μ

3

0.4
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.7
0.85
0.8

Global
Evaluation
0.6
0.55
0.5
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9

The above case base is a sample of the actual case base constructed. The following
factors were considered during the construction of the case base.
i.

It was assumed that the global evaluation and the fuzzy measures are elicited
from the experts in the previous decision problems.

ii.

Attributes price and power are in numeric scale. The attribute comfort is on
ordinal linguistic scale.

iii.

The global evaluation and the combined importance of criteria are defined on a
binary scale.

iv.

The fuzzy measure coefficients μ 1 , μ 2

and μ 3 represent the combined

importance of the sub-sets of criteria {price, power}, {power, comfort} and
{price, comfort} respectively.
The following table shows the descriptive statistics of the numerical attributes. These
statistics are shown in order to understand the boundaries of the entire data set.

Table 4.3 Descriptive statistics of the data set
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

Price

$13,200

$80,000

$35,339.99

$14,866.987

Power

900.00

3200.00

1633.3457

544.68835
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The above data set is built into the system. The following figure shows the data model
of the proposed system using relational database technology.

Figure 4.4 Data Model of the Proposed System
The case base is built in the form of tables. The next figure shows the snapshot of the
case-construction module. This module allows the experts to construct the case base.

Figure 4.5 Case Construction Module
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The expert defines the absolute values of the decision criteria, the individual criteria
weights and weights of sub-sets of criteria. This case base is constructed in the form
of tables in a relational database. The relational database allows easy construction of
the case base. The constructed case base can easily be updated. The maintenance task
is simpler with the proposed system. The proposed system is developed for any
decision problem that can be expressed in MCDM form.
4.3.3 Similarity Computation

The decision maker enters the data for the new decision problem. Based on this data
and the case base built earlier, the similarity computation is performed by the system
using the Manhattan distance measure. After running the similarity algorithm, the
results given by the system are as below.

Table 4.4 Computed Similarity Scores
Car

Similar Case ID

Similarity Score

Car A

Case 16

1

Car B

Case 89

0.998

Car C

Case 44

0.995

Car D

Case 16

1

4.3.4 Retrieved Fuzzy Measure Values

Using this similarity score, the system retrieves the fuzzy measures from the stored
database. Thus the retrieved fuzzy measures are shown below.
Table 4.5 Retrieved Fuzzy measures
Price, Power

Price, Comfort

Power, Comfort

Car A

0.6

0.57

0.7

Car B

0.4

0.6

0.75

Car C

0.8

0.7

0.6

Car D

0.6

0.5

0.45
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4.4 Interactive Module

The interactive module of the system is shown below. The interactive module elicits
the combined importance of the sub-set of criteria by displaying the sub-set to the
decision maker. The decision maker enters the agreement on the importance of the
sub-set of criteria. This agreement is modelled using the proposed importance scale.

Figure 4.6 Interactive Module of the system
The results from the system are shown below. The system shows the global evaluation
of the alternatives.

Figure 4.7 Application Results
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The ranking of the alternatives is determined based on the global evaluation. If the
decision maker agrees with the proposed ranking, the results are stored in the casebase for future problem solving. If the decision maker does not agree, then the system
determines the global evaluations interactively using the proposed importance scale.
The above results will be stored in the case base for future problem solving. Based on
the fuzzy measure values derived in the earlier phases, the system computes the global
evaluation using Choquet integral. The global evaluations are as below.
Table 4.6: Global evaluation of the objects obtained by the system
Car

Global Evaluation

Car A

0.75

Car B

0.67

Car C

0.73

Car D

0.61

The above global evaluation of the cars provides the intelligent decision support to the
decision maker as the fuzzy measures model the interaction between the criteria.
These results also incorporate agreement of the decision maker through the interactive
module of the proposed system. This module validates and confirms the results
obtained by the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm automates the task of
acquisition of fuzzy measures using similarity-based reasoning in Phase I as discussed
earlier in section 3.9.2.
4.5 Summary

The illustration of the proposed methodology showed the applicability of the proposed
approach for solving the issue of fuzzy measure determination. The experimental
results show that the proposed approach gives intuitive results. The proposed system
allows the decision maker to validate the system results. Due to this, acceptance of the
system results for making decisions in the given problem can be high. Thus, it can be
said that the proposed approach is applicable especially for repetitive decisions and
provides valid decision support to the decision maker in a given decision problem.
The next chapter presents the comparison of the proposed approaches with other
approaches and this comparison also becomes a basis for the evaluation of the claims
made within this work.
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Chapter 5 Analysis of the Results

5.1 Introduction

In the earlier discussion, the proposed methodology was illustrated with a sample data
set. This chapter presents the analysis of the results. The proposed approach was
compared with state-of-the-art approaches. The results were analysed using the
resultant fuzzy measure values and the resultant preference order of the alternatives.
The role of knowledge acquisition in the undertaken research will also be discussed.
The comparison of the results with other state-of-the-approaches will evaluate the
proposed methodology and thus will lead to conclusion of the undertaken research.
5.2 Comparative Results

The proposed methodology offers a new perspective towards solving the fuzzy
measure acquisition problem. A common data set is used for comparative analysis of
these approaches. The overall comparison and the individual comparison of the
proposed methodology with the other approaches are presented. The proposed
approach is compared using two different datasets involving interactive and noninteractive criteria respectively. The state-of-the-art approaches include Sugeno’s λ
Measure, quadratic programming based interactive optimisation approach (Grabisch
1995a) and a methodology based on semantic consideration about criteria (Marichal
1999). These approaches were discussed earlier in the literature review.
5.2.1 Results for Interactive Criteria

As mentioned earlier, there is no standard data set for comparison of all the
approaches. The selection of data set for the comparative analysis is challenging.
Since different state-of-the-art approaches differ in their problem space. It is difficult
to have a common data set which becomes a test-bed for all MCDM approaches
involving application of fuzzy measures. A data set that has the minimum number of
attributes required for the comparative analysis is chosen. Therefore a dataset in table
3.15 is used for the comparative analysis. This research uses this data set for
illustration, implementation as well as for the comparison of the approaches. It
provides a single standard for illustration and comparison of the results.
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The interaction index between the criteria models the nature of relationship between
the criteria. The formulation was explained earlier in chapter 2, section 2.7.2. The
positive value of interaction index conveys positive interaction between the criteria.
The negative value of the interaction index conveys negative interaction between the
criteria. The formulation for the interaction index for the given data set results into the
following values.
Table 5.1 Interaction Indices between the criteria
Interaction

Value

Index
I price, power

0.5

I price,comfort

0.3

I power ,comfort

-0.5

I price,{comfort , power}

0.3

I power ,{ price,comfort}

-0.3

I comfort ,{ price, power}

0.1

The above table shows the interaction between individual as well all the possible subsets of criteria in the given problem. As mentioned earlier, the positive value of the
interaction indices indicate that the criteria support each other. This implies that the
values of the fuzzy measure coefficients will be greater than the summation of the
individual importance of the criteria. The negative value of the interaction index
indicates negative interaction between the criteria. This can be illustrated by the
negative interaction index between power and comfort. It can be said that as the
power of a car increases, the comfort decreases. This implies that the values of the
fuzzy measure coefficients will be less than the summation of individual importance
of criteria in a sub-set. This property will be used to analyse the values of the resultant
fuzzy measure coefficients. The proposed methodology will be illustrated with data
sets for interactive as well as non-interactive criteria. A data set with interactive
criteria was constructed with both types of interactions between the criteria. Such a
data set illustrated the usefulness of the proposed approach for solving decision
problem under the setting of interactive criteria. The same data set was used to
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compare the other approaches. This comparison of the results can be analysed using
the resultant fuzzy measure values and the resultant preference order. In case of a data
set involving interactive criteria, the resultant fuzzy measure values should model the
positive as well as negative interaction between the criteria. The sub-sets of criteria in
the data set are positively as well as negatively related.
5.2.2 Comparative Results of all the approaches

The proposed approach was compared with other approaches based on resultant fuzzy
measure values and global evaluation of given alternatives. The ranking of the cars
must be intuitive. It should be in agreement with the individual criteria scores and
importance of the criteria. Intuitive results mean that the results are in accordance
with the human reasoning. The results will resemble the human expectations about the
overall ranking of given alternatives based on their criteria evaluations. For
comparative analysis, the following factors were taken into consideration.
i. An alternative having higher criteria scores with higher criteria weights must be
ranked higher assuming that all the alternatives have equal criteria weights.
ii. The fuzzy measure values must be in accordance with the nature of interaction
(either positive or negative) between the criteria.
It is stated earlier that the main research objective is to investigate and develop the
pragmatic ways of determining the fuzzy measure coefficients. Computational
complexity was not considered as a testing parameter in investigating the issue of
dependence between the criteria. The time complexity in determining the fuzzy
measures was not taken into consideration as well. Various approaches give different
results on the same data set. The results about the fuzzy measure coefficients are
presented below.
Table 5.2 Comparison of fuzzy measure coefficient values
Fuzzy measure coefficients obtained by
Fuzzy Measure
coefficients

λ

Interactive

Semantic

Proposed

Measure Optimisation Consideration methodology

Price, power

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.8

Price, comfort

0.6

0.7

0.6

0.7

Power, comfort

0.6

0.6

0.7

0.3
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It can be observed from the interaction indices in table 5.1 that the criteria {price,
power} and {price, comfort} are positively related. The criteria {power, comfort} are
negatively related. The comparison of the fuzzy measure coefficients shows that the
fuzzy measure values given by the proposed methodology certainly model the
interaction between the criteria. For example, the criteria price and power are
positively related with each other. Hence their combined importance or the fuzzy
measure coefficient will be greater than the summation of their individual importance.
The proposed methodology correctly represents this property as compared with other
approaches.
The fuzzy measure values given by the proposed methodology follow the subadditivity and super-additivity property. The values given by the other approaches do
not model the interaction between the criteria adequately. This is evident from the
resultant fuzzy measure values. For example, the values given by the λ measure shows
that price and comfort are additive. It fails to model the super-additive relationship
between price and comfort. Similarly, other approaches do not model the relationship
between the criteria.
The global evaluation of the cars was computed using the resultant fuzzy measure
values. The overall comparison of the results for global evaluation of the cars is
shown below.
Table 5.3 Comparison of global evaluation
Global Evaluation obtained by
Alternatives

λ Measure

Interactive

Semantic

Optimization Consideration

Proposed
methodology

Car A

0.45

0.65

0.75

0.75

Car B

0.64

0.6

0.7

0.67

Car C

0.76

0.55

0.8

0.73

Car D

0.9

0.7

0.6

0.61

The λ measure approach ranks Car D higher than the other cars. The interactive
optimization method ranks Car D higher than the other cars. The approach based on
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semantic consideration about criteria ranks Car C higher than the other cars. The
proposed methodology ranks Car A higher than the other cars. Car A has higher
criteria satisfaction. Therefore, intuitively Car A should be ranked higher than the
other cars. The proposed methodology gives intuitive results.
The resultant preference order on the given set of alternatives is also studied in detail.
The preference order must be in accordance with the absolute values and the decision
maker’s preferences. The weights model the preferences on the individual criteria.
The preference order proposed by different approaches needs to be considered for
analysis. The analysis of the resultant preference order for each methodology is
presented next.
5.3 Comparison of the Results obtained using λ Measure

Using the formulation for the λ measure computation, the value of λ is computed
using the following formulation. The formulation was explained earlier in chapter 2,
section 2.8.1.

1 + λ = (1 + 0 .4 λ )(1 + 0 .3λ )(1 + 0 .3λ )

(5.1)

Solving the above equation, the value of λ is -9.167. This value of λ is invalid as it is
less than -1. This implies that that the criteria are not interactive. The value of λ does
not model either positive or negative interaction between the criteria. The interaction
indices show that the criteria are interactive. However, this approach does not
consider the interaction between the criteria.
This measure gives counter-intuitive values of the fuzzy measure coefficients. The
fuzzy measure values for the sub-sets {price, power}, {price, comfort} and {power,
comfort} shows that the criteria are additive. It does not model the super-additivity
and sub-additivity between the criteria. This is in total contrast with the actual nature
of criteria. The criteria are actually non-additive in nature. This was evident from the
interaction indices determined earlier. Therefore fuzzy measure coefficients must
model the non-additive nature of the criteria.
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The approach of applying

λ measure gives counter-intuitive results. It can model

either positive or negative type of interaction. However, it does not model both types
of interaction between the criteria. This measure can be useful if there exists only one
type of interaction (positive or negative) among the criteria in a given decision
problem. The application of

λ measure requires the construction of decision problem

involving only one type of interaction between the criteria. Such requirement restricts
the applicability of this measure. In most of the decision problems the criteria can be
positively as well as negatively related. The resultant preference order is also
analysed. The λ measure proposes the following preference order.
Car D f Car C f Car B f Car A

(5.2)

This preference order can be argued using the criteria scores for each car. Car D does
not have higher criteria scores on all criteria. For example it has the lowest score for
the criteria price and power among all other alternatives. Car D can not have the
highest preference. Car C has the highest score for the criteria price among all other
alternatives. However, the scores on the other criteria are relatively lower than on the
criteria Price. Therefore, Car C can not have the highest preference order. It can have
second preference. The preference for car B is appropriate. The preference for car A is
not appropriate. The resultant global evaluation for Car A is lowest among all
alternatives. This contrasts the high criteria scores assigned to the Car A. Thus, it can
be concluded that the preference order proposed by this approach is partially counterintuitive.
The comparison of the global evaluation of the cars shows that the ranking given by
the proposed methodology is more intuitive than given by λ measures. The criteria
scores for Car A represent higher criteria satisfaction than values for Car C. Hence
intuitively Car A should be ranked higher than Car C and other cars.
5.4 Sensitivity Analysis for λ Measure

In addition to the above comparison, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for
observing the relationship between λ measure and the global evaluation of
alternatives. The variation in the output was analysed with the help of a web-based
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software (Takahagi 2000). The sensitivity analysis for λ measure is shown in the
figure below.

Figure 5.1 Sensitivity analysis for λ measure
The above sensitivity analysis shows that the global evaluation of objects is inversely
proportional with λ measure. The sensitivity analysis also shows that for lower
values of λ , the resulting fuzzy measures model only positive interaction between
criteria. This sensitivity analysis supports the earlier conclusion about restricted
ability of the λ measures.
5.5 Comparison of the results with the approach of Interactive optimisation

As discussed earlier, this approach is based on minimizing the distance between the
global evaluation from the past data and the Choquet evaluation using the current
data. The data in the table 3.16 and the case base in the table 4.2 from chapter 4 are
used to compute the fuzzy measures. Using this data, the formulation is as follows.
Z j − δ i ≤ C j t Xj ≤ Z j + δ i

(5.3)

The threshold δ = 0.5. The above formulation shows that the Choquet evaluation for
the new decision problem lies in between the lower and upper limits of the global
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evaluation from the past decision problem. Using the test data from table 3.16 and
table 4.2, the decision maker’s preferences are formulated as follows.
Power = η Price
Price = η Comfort
The decision maker’s preferences are formulated using the criteria weights. It was
shown that the above problem can be solved by the quadratic programming (Grabisch
1995a). Quadratic programming is a special type of optimization problem. For the
undertaken problem of fuzzy measure determination, the quadratic problem can be
formulated as:
(5.4)
Subject to one or more constraints of the form:
Ax ≤ b (inequality constraint)
Ex = d (equality constraint)
Where, x is a 2n-1 dimensional vector containing all the fuzzy measure coefficients, Q
is a 2n-1 dimensional square matrix and c is 2n-1 dimensional vector. Using a quadratic
programming solver, the results for fuzzy measures and global evaluation in table 5.2
and 5.3 were obtained respectively. The results given by this approach were not in
accordance with the criteria scores.
According to the results in table 5.2, the resultant fuzzy measure values contrast the
nature of interaction between the criteria. In other words, the resultant fuzzy measure
values model positive interaction between the criteria where the criteria are related
negatively. For example, the sub-set {price, power} has positive interaction between
the individual criteria. However, the value of this fuzzy measure coefficient, µprice,power
is less than the summation of the individual weights 0.4 and 0.3 of price and comfort
respectively. The other fuzzy measure coefficients show similar result. Such results
show a counter-intuitive preference order of the given alternatives. This approach
proposes the following preference order
Car D f Car A f Car B f Car C
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(5.5)

As explained earlier, highest ranking of Car D is not acceptable. Car D should be the
least preferred alternative due to its lower criteria scores. The proposed ranking for
Car A is also not appropriate. It should be ranked higher than car D. Car B is ranked
appropriately. The preference for Car C should be definitely higher than Car B and
Car D as evidenced by its criteria scores. In addition to the counter-intuitive results,
the quadratic programming has the following limitations.
i. The quadratic programming approach is expensive to implement in many cases.
ii. There is no commonly recognized implementation standard for Quadratic
programming approach.
iii. It is uncertain how close a solution is to the true optimal
5.6 Comparison with method based on semantic considerations about criteria

This approach models the decision maker’s preferences and determines the fuzzy
measure by solving a linear programming problem. Using the same data set in table
4.1 and suggested formulations (Marichal 1999), the fuzzy measures are determined
as follows.
i. Using the data in the table 4.1 the decision maker’s preferences on the alternatives
are formulated as follows
Car B

f

Car A

⇔

0.2 a1 + 0.2 a2 + 0.9 a13 + 0.9 a23 >0

Car B

f

Car C

⇔ 0.2 a1

Car D

f

Car C

⇔

+ 0.4 a2 + 0.2 a13 + 0.4 a23 > 0

0.4 a1 + 0.4 a2 – 0.7 a3 - 0.3 a13 – 0.3 a23 > 0

Where ai and aij (i, j ∈ N) are the single order and 2-order fuzzy measure coefficients.
ii. The above formulations can be solved by the following linear program
Maximize z =

ε

Subject to
0.2 a1 + 0.2 a2 + 0.9 a13 + 0.9 a23 > δ + ε
0.2 a1 + 0.4 a2 + 0.2 a13 + 0.4 a23 > δ + ε
0.4 a1 + 0.4 a2 – 0.7 a3 - 0.3 a13 – 0.3 a23 >
a1+ a2 + a3 + a12 + a23 + a13 =1
ai ≥ 0
ai + aij ≥ 0
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δ +ε

Using a fixed value of the threshold δ =0.05, the above linear program resulted into
the fuzzy measure values in table 5.2.
The central idea in the approach of determination of semantic consideration of criteria
is to solve the problem using linear programming. This approach requires linearity in
the expression for fuzzy measure determinations. The linearity assumptions lead to
proportionality and additivity for determining the solution. Due to the property of
proportionality a change in the fuzzy measure coefficient results in a proportionate
change in that fuzzy measure coefficient’s contribution to the overall global
evaluation. In addition to these linearity assumptions, this approach assumes
certainty; that is, that the coefficients are known and constant. The linearity cannot
always be guaranteed. The fuzzy measure coefficients can be related non-linearly. It
was shown earlier that the fuzzy measure coefficients could be determined by
quadratic programming. The linearity requirement restricts the applicability of this
approach. Problem formulation is another challenging task in implementing this
approach. The challenge is in translating the decision maker’s preference into a linear
program where linearity cannot be granted. This approach results in fuzzy measures
and the global evaluation of alternatives as shown in table 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
The resultant preference order is counter-intuitive as car A is not ranked higher than
the other cars.
The resultant fuzzy measures in this approach do not model the interaction between
the criteria correctly. This can be observed by the fuzzy measure values in table 5.2.
The fuzzy measure coefficient for the sub-set {price,power} shows that the criteria are
negatively related. This is in contrast with the interaction index of the criteria that
shows that the criteria are positively related. The fuzzy measure coefficients for the
sub-set {price, comfort} show that the criteria are sub-additive. The criteria price and
comfort are actually super-additive. Similarly, the fuzzy measure coefficient for
power and comfort models positive interaction instead of actual negative interaction
present between the criteria.
According to this method, alternatives are ranked in the following order
Car A f Car B f Car D f Car C
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(5.6)

In the above preference order, Car B is preferred over Car C and Car D is preferred
over Car C. This is counter-intuitive. The criteria scores for Car B are lower than Car
C for all criteria. Similarly, the criteria scores for Car D are lower than the criteria
scores for Car C. Thus the proposed preference order is largely incorrect.
5.7 Comparison of the results given by proposed methodology

The proposed methodology gives the following preference order
Car A f Car C f Car B f Car D

(5.7)

The above order of alternatives is more intuitive as compared with the other
approaches. The proposed ranking is in accordance with the criteria scores. Car A has
the highest criteria scores for all criteria. Car D has lower scores for all criteria for the
weights defined by the decision maker. The criteria scores for Car B are lower than
that of the Car C for price and power. The criteria comfort has equal scores and
weights for Car B and Car C respectively. After considering these criteria evaluations
for Car B and Car C, the suggested preference order is acceptable. Thus it can be
concluded that the resultant preference order suggested by the proposed methodology
is intuitive. This illustrates the significance of the proposed methodology. It confirms
that the applicability of the proposed methodology in the presence of interactive
criteria.
5.8 Results for non-interactive criteria

The comparison of various approaches for the interactive criteria was explained
earlier. A decision problem involving independent criteria is considered for the
comparative analysis. The following data set was used for the illustration.
Table 5.4 Data set with non-interactive criteria
Car

Fuel

Comfort

Dealer Economy
Weights

0.4

0.3

0.3

Car A

0.2

0.3

0.4

Car B

0.8

0.7

0.9

Car C

0.3

0.5

0.7

Car D

0.8

0.4

0.2
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It can be observed intuitively that the criteria in the above dataset are independent. It
is highly unlikely to have an interaction between the criteria car dealer and fuel
economy. The decision maker may still want to make a decision based on the above
set of criteria. In this problem since the criteria are non-interactive, the interaction
index is zero and therefore there is no interaction between all the sub-sets of the
criteria.
5.9 Comparative Results of all the approaches for non-interactive criteria

In the case of non-interactive criteria, the interaction between the indices is not
present. In real life decision problems, there can be some problems where the criteria
can be independent of each other. The proposed methodology can be applied for noninteractive set of criteria as well. The main distinguishing characteristic of the
proposed approach is that it is simple to apply in case of non-interactive criteria as
well. Based on the data set in table 5.4, the obtained results are presented below.
Table 5.5 Comparison of fuzzy measure coefficient values
Fuzzy Measure Coefficients Obtained by

λ

Interactive

Measure

Optimization

0.62

0.6

0.6

0.7

{Fuel-Economy, comfort}

0.51

0.5

0.7

0.6

{Car-Dealer, Comfort}

0.62

0.5

0.5

0.6

Fuzzy Measure coefficients

{FuelEconomy, Car

Semantic

Proposed

Consideration methodology

Dealer}

It is stated earlier that when the criteria are non-interactive, the importance of sub-set
of criteria should be the summation of individual importance of criteria in the given
sub-set. This is the property of additive measures. The results given by the various
approaches can be used to verify this property.
The global evaluation of the cars is computed by applying all approaches. The
comparison of the results is shown below.
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Table 5.6 Comparison of global evaluation
Global Evaluation obtained by
Alternatives

λ

Interactive

Semantic

Proposed

Measure Optimization Consideration methodology

Weighted
Average

Car A

0.27

0.3

0.4

0.35

0.29

Car B

0.78

0.5

0.7

0.75

0.8

Car C

0.44

0.6

0.75

0.5

0.48

Car D

0.45

0.55

0.6

0.53

0.5

The resultant fuzzy measure values are shown in table 5.5. The resultant fuzzy
measure values do not follow the additivity property. This is important because of the
non-interactive nature of the criteria. If there is no interaction between the criteria,
then the fuzzy measures will be additive measures. It can be observed from the values
of the fuzzy measure coefficients that this approach shows that the criteria are
interactive. For example, the criteria fuel economy and car dealer are intuitively
independent of each other. Therefore the value of the fuzzy measure coefficient will
be the summation of the individual criteria weights. However, this approach shows
that the criteria are negatively related. Similarly, other sub-sets model negative
interaction between the criteria. Thus, this approach shows only one type of
interaction between the criteria.

This measure fails to model the independence

between the criteria.
This approach of interactive optimisation also models negative interaction between
the criteria. It shows that the criteria are sub-additive. The values of the fuzzy measure
coefficients are less than the summation of the individual criteria weights.
In case of the approach based on the semantic consideration about criteria, the
resultant fuzzy measure values show that the criteria in the sub-set {fuel economy, car
dealer} and {Car dealer, comfort} are sub-additive. The criteria in the sub-set {Fueleconomy, comfort} are super-additive. This methodology shows that the criteria are
positively as well as negatively related. This contradicts the fact that the criteria are
independent.
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It can be observed from the values of the fuzzy measure coefficients that the proposed
methodology models the independence between the criteria. The resultant fuzzy
measure coefficient values for all the sub-sets are summation of the individual criteria.
Thus overall, it can be said that the proposed methodology is applicable in case of the
non-interactive criteria.
The λ measure proposes the following preference order.
Car B f Car D f Car C f Car A

(5.8)

This preference order is acceptable as the criteria scores for Car A are lowest among
all alternatives. The proposed preference order for interactive optimisation is
Car C f Car D f Car B f Car A

(5.9)

This approach also ranks Car A as the least preferred alternative. It is acceptable.
However, the resultant preference for Car B is not acceptable. The approach based on
semantic consideration about criteria proposes the following preference order
Car C f Car B f Car A f Car D

(5.10)

This order is clearly counter-intuitive as it ranks Car D as the least preferred
alternative. The proposed methodology gives the following intuitive preference order
Car B f Car D f Car C f Car A

(5.11)

Since the criteria are non-interactive, weighted average is also applied for this data
set. Car B has higher criteria satisfactions than the other cars. Therefore intuitively it
should be ranked higher than the other cars. It can be observed that all the approaches
with the exception of the approaches of determining fuzzy measure by interactive
optimization and semantic consideration about criteria rank Car B higher than the
other cars. The results given by the λ measure are acceptable for a data set with noninteractive criteria. It can be concluded that the proposed methodology gives intuitive
results. Both the proposed methodology and the weighted average produce the same
results in terms of car ranking. The results given by the proposed methodology are
intuitive in the case of independent as well as dependent criteria. This illustrates the
significance of the proposed methodology in the case of interactive as well as noninteractive criteria.
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5.10 Role of knowledge acquisition

Knowledge acquisition includes elicitation, analysis and modelling of knowledge for
solving real-life problems. The approaches discussed earlier can be thought of as
having a knowledge acquisition component. This aspect is important for developing
practical solutions for various decision problems. This is an important dimension of
this research. It was stated earlier that the fuzzy measure determination problem is a
knowledge acquisition problem. The important aspect in this is the way in which the
knowledge is acquired in practical applications. The results can be analysed in this
context as well. The approach, providing a better knowledge acquisition mechanism
and resultant fuzzy measures and preference order, can be considered as a useful
approach.
The approaches involve some degree of knowledge acquisition. It is important to
understand the role of knowledge acquisition in each of the approaches. It is widely
understood that the knowledge is acquired from the expert. The successful acquisition
of the past data from the experts will depend upon a particular knowledge acquisition
technique.
The approach of determining fuzzy measures using λ measure mainly rests on the
weights of individual criteria. The decision maker assigns the individual weights.
From a knowledge acquisition perspective, this approach needs to elicit individual
weights. This is explicit knowledge acquisition and it is simple to acquire as it
involves direct input from the decision maker. However, the simplicity in knowledge
acquisition in this approach contradicts the overall results proposed by this approach.
It can be observed and concluded from the previous discussion that the results given
by this approach are counter intuitive and restrictive to one type of interaction
between the criteria.
The approach based on semantic consideration of criteria requires knowledge in the
form of criteria weights and the decision maker’s preferences on the pair of criteria. It
was assumed that this knowledge is acquired from an expert directly. This approach
does not need any historical data. It can be said that the knowledge acquisition is
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direct and hence simple to acquire from the decision maker. The results given by this
approach are partially intuitive.
The approach of fuzzy measure acquisition using interactive optimization uses the
stored data about past decisions. The global evaluation of the alternatives in the past
decisions is used for computing the fuzzy measures. It can be assumed that the data
acquisition is done through an expert. This approach requires a larger amount of data
as compared with other approaches. This difficulty is also complemented by the
disadvantages of quadratic programming.
The proposed methodology primarily rests on acquiring knowledge about the past
decisions. In the proposed methodology the knowledge acquisition takes place
through expert inputs. The case-base is built using expert feedback about past
decisions. In addition to this acquisition, the system also confirms the results using the
importance scale. From the knowledge acquisition perspective, it can be said that this
approach requires more efforts than the other approaches. However, the results given
by the proposed methodology are intuitive. Hence the knowledge acquisition in this
approach is justified. This also justifies the significance of the proposed methodology.
In summary, it can be said that knowledge acquisition plays an important role in
developing fuzzy measure determination approaches. The overall results given by the
decision support system and the underlying knowledge acquisition mechanism must
be taken into consideration. These aspects help to choose an appropriate methodology
for developing a decision support system using the MCDM model for various real-life
decision problems.
5.11 Summary

This chapter discussed the comparison of the proposed approaches with state-of-theart approaches for fuzzy measure determination. The approach was compared based
on the resultant fuzzy measure values and the resultant preference order of the
alternatives. The comparison was made in the presence of interactive as well as noninteractive criteria. The proposed approach delivered intuitive results in both cases.
This comparative analysis also supports the evaluation of the proposed methodology.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Research

6.1 Conclusion

This research focused on developing a new approach for the acquisition of fuzzy
measures in MCDM problems. The application of approaches that resemble human
reasoning processes was emphasized. The MCDM model evaluates the set of
alternatives against a set of criteria. The most of the decision problems consists of
dependent criteria. The interaction between the criteria was discussed in detail and it
formed the foundation of the undertaken research question. This research identified
the importance of modelling the dependence or interaction between the criteria.
Aggregation is the central aspect of this research. The intensive study of various
aggregation operators showed that traditional additive measures such as weighted
average do not model the interaction between the criteria. Non-additive measures such
as fuzzy measures and fuzzy integrals are suitable tools for modelling the interaction
between the criteria and subsequent aggregation process. The investigation of fuzzy
measures showed that the acquisition of fuzzy measures is an important issue. This
was due to the 2n-1 fuzzy measure coefficients. The main problem is to determine the
ways for acquiring these fuzzy measure coefficients in practical applications. Thus the
main research objective was to investigate the ways of fuzzy measures acquisition in
solving decision problems under the MCDM setting. In this pursuit, various
approaches were analysed. Traditional approaches such as AHP and ELCTRE do not
model the interaction between the criteria. The commonly used AHP approach uses
the pair-wise comparison of criteria. The global evaluation of the alternatives does not
consider the interaction between the criteria. The proposed methodology however,
considers the interaction between the criteria as it uses fuzzy measures for this
purpose. The other approaches mainly suggest use of past decisions for determining
fuzzy measures in new decision problems.
The problem of fuzzy measure determination is considered as the problem of
knowledge acquisition. The state-of-the-art methods were critically analysed. These
methods suggest use of the same past precedents for fuzzy measure determination.
However, these approaches do not handle the subjectivity associated with fuzzy
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measures. It is also difficult to determine generic values of fuzzy measures in decision
problems due to subjective component in decision-making.
This research has extended this notion. Various methods have been proposed to
resolve the issue of fuzzy measure acquisition. These methods mainly rest on
computing the similarity between the current problem and past problems. The results
of this similarity assessment can be used as fuzzy measure coefficients for
determining the global worth of each alternative. The proposed approach suggests the
application of case-based reasoning for acquisition of fuzzy measures. The proposed
case-based decision support system delivered intuitive results.
The main contribution of this research was the development of the similarity-based
reasoning model for determining the fuzzy measure coefficients. The proposed
method allows eliciting the fuzzy measures from the decision maker. The
experimental results indicate that the issue of subjectivity in fuzzy measure
determination can be resolved by using expert input in constructing a case base for
solving the given decision problem. The process of knowledge acquisition in the form
of expert input can be time consuming for building the case base. There is a trade-off
between the knowledge acquisition and quality of the case-base and hence eventually
the resultant fuzzy measures. This work appreciates this trade-off. The proposed
approach was illustrated with a simple but intuitive example to explain its
applicability for solving repetitive type of decision making problems. The proposed
approach offers an intuitive decision support for such class of decision problems. The
decision problems with high number of criteria will require case base larger than the
case base with three criteria. It is clear that more number of criteria will require larger
case base. It was concluded that the proposed approach could be a suitable way for
determining the fuzzy measures in a practical application. This research has made a
contribution in advancing the MCDM theory by showing a simple approach that can
address the complex issue of fuzzy measure acquisition in MCDM problems.
6.2 Future Research

This research offered a new perspective towards solving the problem of fuzzy
measures determination. The proposed approach uses reasoning by analogy as its
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theoretical foundation. The proposed approach was illustrated using different data
sets. This work has initiated interesting approaches. The further development of these
approaches remains a future research. The following main issues needs to be
considered and resolved in future research.
6.2.1 Semantic Similarity Approach

This work has initiated an interesting development for fuzzy measure determination
using semantic similarity between criteria in a given decision problem. In case of
semantic similarity-based approach of fuzzy measure determination, the main issue is
to develop a mechanism for determining the semantic similarity between a single
attribute and a set of individual attributes. This work has proposed and illustrated a
basic approach for determining semantic similarity between criteria or attributes,
where criteria in the new decision problem is semantically related with one or more
attributes in the case-base. This work has shown that such similarity can be computed
using a taxonomy of words where the criteria in the given decision problem exist in
the hierarchy of concepts in the given taxonomy. However, building a practical
application is yet to be considered. This work can be extended using approaches in
natural language processing and information retrieval which are the sub-fields in AI
and linguistics. This future work may also investigate the area of knowledge
representation. Representing the knowledge using a given technique may enable the
context for the underlying decision problem to be represented. The complex problems
can be simplified by an appropriate choice of knowledge representation which will
also address the practical problem of storing and manipulating the knowledge in the
case-based decision support systems developed using fuzzy measures.
The extension of this work will involve the study of approaches that will enable
automatic generation of fuzzy measure coefficients in a given decision problem using
taxonomical data. It may involve study of approaches that search the case-base for the
semantically similar attributes. Such study may lead to development of novel
approaches that will make contribution to MCDM applications and may establish an
important foundation for further research in disciplines such as text retrieval. This
remains a future area of research.
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6.2.2 Matrix Preconditioning Methods

This work has shown that fuzzy measures can be acquired in case of linear systems in
the form of AX = B, where A is the square matrix of criteria evaluations, X is the
column vector of fuzzy measure coefficients and B is the column matrix of global
evaluations of alternatives. A matrix pre-inverse can be used in case of the system
involving a non-square matrix. This work identified the applicability of matrix
preconditioning methods for fuzzy measure acquisition. According to this approach, if
there is a system of equations as AX = B, then construct a matrix B-1 that
approximates matrix A. A is symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix. This system
can then be converted to a system of the following form using a pre-conditioning
matrix.
B-1AX = B B-1
By using this pre-conditioner matrix, coefficients of X can be determined. This theory
can be extended and applied into real-life applications. Preconditioning techniques
have emerged as an essential part of efficient iterative solutions of matrices. These
techniques did not have much impact initially due to the simplicity of their heuristics
and the relatively small size of the matrices to be solved. However, in case of iterative
methods, a good pre-conditioner matrix is vital for solving the problem of fuzzy
measure determination.
There is need to study matrix preconditioning methods in the context of MCDM
problems. There is need to investigate the various matrix preconditioning methods for
solving fuzzy measure acquisition problems. The theoretical basis of the preconditioning methods needs to be tested in real applications. Such future study may
lead to development of methods or algorithms that can be applied for addressing the
issue of fuzzy measure acquisition under the following conditions for a preconditioner matrix:

•

Product B-1A must be close to the identity.

•

B should be easily inverted (for instance, B is a diagonal or
triangular matrix)

This future work will also investigate the applicability of different matrix
preconditioning methods for solving complex problems.
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Overall, this research has contributed in developing a different approach for solving
the undertaken research issue. It has laid the theoretical foundation for development of
important approaches and innovative decision support systems. On a concluding note,
it can be said that the proposed approach can be useful in making rational decisions
based on facts such as absolute values of the criteria in repetitive decisions. However,
factors such as intuition can dominate the decision making process over the facts.
There is still scope for development of decision support models that can handle
human intuition completely or partially. This remains a future research work.
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